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Abstract

This study explores the subject of providing personalized services
to mobile users, by exploiting relevant domain knowledge (i.e. con-
textual information). Although the process of gathering, modelling
and processing of context has been extensively researched, there are
only a few studies in the literature showing how such context can be
effectively utilized to provide services valuable to the general public
[1]. Instead, there exist a multitude of examples of services targeted
towards specialized audiences, either because the scope of each service
is not of broad interest, or because of custom software and/or hardware
requirements. Part of the reason why the scope of such services is so
narrow can also be attributed to short service life cycle [2]. While all
such services offer relative value to interested audiences, we support
that contemporary mainstream mobile devices are now more than ever
capable of running large-scale context-aware applications as the required
combination of hardware and software is available.

This licentiate thesis challenges the current state-of-the art in context
aware services by proposing an alternative perspective, driven from the
appreciation of the user rather than from the ideas of a system designer.
The potential impact of this work lies in the set of diverse applications
which have been implemented using existing mainstream technology,
targeting large and diverse sets of audiences.

In order to realize the vision, we have implemented a context-aware
system featuring a flexible architecture that is able to scale to the
requirements of different services. In order to demonstrate the flexibility
of this architecture as well as to prove the aforementioned claims, we
have implemented support for two context aware services which have
demonstratively had a large appeal to users. These scenarios not only
include full implementation and exposure to public use, but they also
differ from each other in terms of their functionality:

• A printing service where the printing resources are scattered within
a workspace environment. The system selects the most appropriate
printer for a mobile user to print his or her document on, based
on the user’s location and nature of the document relative to the
capabilities of each of the printers [3].

• A recommender system service where mobile users are forwarded
Web feeds of related interest, based on each user’s social signature
on the web (i.e. social context) [4]. The reader should note the
tangible nature of context used in the services above1, as context
is not only associated - by tradition - with knowledge relative to
physical stimuli (e.g. location), but is also related to information
present on contemporary media such as the World Wide Web.

1Another way to define context and in fact the definition that we have adopted for this
study, is that context is the information with which our context aware infrastructure makes
an informed decision on whether to forward content to the user or not. We also explain this
later in section 1.1.
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Η παιδεία καθάπερ ευδαίμων χώρα,
πάντα τ’αγαθά φέρει.
Σωκράτης, 469 - 399 π.χ.

Similar to fertile land, education
creates all value.

Socrates, 469-399 BC.Chapter 1

Introduction

"The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave
themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable
from it" [5]. This statement was made by a pioneer of ubiquitous computing
Mark Weiser. His work has had a deep impact on computer science and
has challenged the research community to come up with innovative ways of
accessing and utilizing domain knowledge (i.e. context) to provide services of
value to users.

This introductory Chapter explores how the role of context has evolved
from simple knowledge of a mobile user’s location towards exploiting not only
physical resources, but also the abundance of information available on the
Internet. This Chapter also explores how services have become more personal
over time, as users worldwide are now more aware of their individuality.
Understanding the evolution of the nature and distribution of context can
lead to a better understanding of the kind of context which will be used in
future context-aware services.

Another important driver towards a broader range of context-aware
services for the general public is the availability of suitable hardware to take
advantage of the new kinds of context information that are becoming available.
Since ubiquitous computing is by definition omnipresent, either infrastructure-
based computing devices have to be ubiquitous or users must carry small
form factor devices (which are also known popularly as mobile devices); an
additional Section shows that while mobile devices offering sufficient resources
were not available in the past (thus researchers had to create special purpose
devices - which lessened the broad appeal of their systems), suitable resources
are becoming increasingly available in modern mobile devices1.

All of the above constitute the motivation for this dissertation, as we
believe that both hardware and software maturity of mobile devices, coupled

1Note that in this dissertation, we assume that users have mobile devices capable of
accessing context-aware services. Also note that the term "user" and "mobile user" are used
interchangeably.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with consumer awareness, can finally enable provision of contemporary
context-aware services to mobile users. We discuss this prospect in the last
Section of this introductory Chapter.

1.1 Definition of Context

The idea of ubiquitous computing is primarily attributed to Mark Weiser [5].
Weiser envisioned environments where technology is not readily visible, but
instead it blends with the environment in such ways that it is transparent
to the users. In ubiquitous computing, applications take advantage of the
current context in the device’s environment. Such applications are known
as context-aware. The term context-aware was introduced by Schlit and
Theimer, and at the time treated context-aware systems similar to location-
aware systems, the only source of context being the physical location of the
user with respect to their surroundings [6]. However, as Section 1.2 shows,
the definition of context-awareness has evolved over the years to include other
sources of context, as context itself has evolved from information available
from the user’s surroundings, to knowledge available from sources of different
nature.

Because of this tangible, ever-evolving nature of context, the term lacks
an absolute definition. Chen and Kotz [7] propose a definition in two parts.
Active context is the set of environmental states and settings determining the
behavior of an application (for example, temperature readings from sensors
determine the behavior of an application responsible for climate control in a
room). Passive context is relevant but not critical to an application. It is not
necessary for the application to adapt to this context, but instead display it to
interested users. An example, in a museum setting, enables users to use RFID
enabled transceivers in cooperation with fixed RFID tags, for more efficient
navigation and browsing through the exhibits.

Dey and Abowd [8] provide a more generic definition. They consider as
context any information that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity (an entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant
to the interaction between a user and an application). Furthermore, they
define context-aware systems as those that use context to provide relevant
information and/or services to the user (where relevance depends on the
users’ task). In fact, as discussed in Section 1.2 this broad definition better
encompasses the nature of context as it is viewed today.

In this study, we emphasize personalized context-aware services, therefore
we build on the aforementioned definition to provide our own perspective on
context: Context is information which can be used by a context-aware system
to make an informed decision as to the degree of relevance of a service offered
from this system to a mobile user.
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1.2 Evolution of Context-Aware Services

Ubiquitous computing is regarded as an evolution from personal computing.
While personal computing provided one or more computers per user, users
had to adapt to the computing environment. Devices were often limited to
a fixed position or could be transported from location to location, and the
user’s interface was based upon a generic user interface, that did not take
advantage of knowledge of the user’s current environment (be this state or
settings and preferences). Ubiquitous computing on the other hand, envisions
environments where users equipped with mobile devices are capable to access
a wide variety of services, previously inaccessible.

Based on prior research we can identify three periods in the evolution of
Context-Aware services. This classification is based on the nature of context,
the technology used to access it, and the scalability of the services. The reader
should note that we examine context-aware computer applications, and not
the broader definition of the term 2.

Early period: Location-based, limited-scope context aware
services (circa 1993 - 1997)

This period begins with Mark Weiser’s vision for ubiquitous computing in 1991
[5]. Early research efforts in context-awareness, mostly concern ubiquitous
computing systems that emphasize location-based context.

An example of an early system of this kind, which also realized Mark
Weiser’s vision at XEROX’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) was PARCTAB
[9]. A PARCTAB-enabled environment utilized mobile devices users could
carry and a set of transceivers able to pick up IR (Infrared) transmissions from
those mobile devices. The system offered room-sized location granularity, as
well as power gains and cost reduction over mainstream PDAs of that time.
Users could use in-house designed, custom mobile hardware for a number of
tasks such as remote control (i.e. regulating the room’s temperature and
lighting), group collaboration activities (such as voting and screen sharing),
and information access (e.g. fast access to a user’s email). In these cases, the
location of the user (i.e. the room the user is in) is treated as context. This
context is used as a point of reference for services such as room services remote
control or their ActiveMap application. ActiveMap collects information
about registered mobile devices from all transceivers and displays the results
collectively in a map, thus enabling monitoring of user activity [6].

2In fact, context-aware systems have existed even before modern general purpose
computers were invented in the 1940s: for example, the ABS system which monitors the
rotation speed of the wheels in an automobile to detect loss of traction, dates back to 1936,
when its original manufacturer, Bosh, filed a patent application with the title "Apparatus
for preventing lock-braking of the wheels of a motor vehicle".
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Similar to the PARCTAB receivers, another personal positioning system
was developed at AT&T, during the same time, which was known as the
Active Badge. An Active Badge is a mobile device which transmits an infrared
signal periodically. The signal is received from sensors which detect these
transmissions and thus the position of the user. The Active Badge technology
was used in an early example of an intelligent call forwarding system, which
forwarded calls to the phone that was nearest to the user [10]. Teleport from
Olivetti is another early context-aware system which used Active Badges, and
an early example of follow-me computing. This system allowed mobile users
to access their desktop workspace area from a nearby computer. The system
maintained a database of locations of desktop computer equipment in the
building, as well as the location of the users (context). The system compared
a user’s context with the records of the desktop computer database to make
an informed decision on which computer to select for which user [11].

Although location-based context was almost exclusively used as the source
for context-aware services during this period, positioning was not realized
only through infrared transmissions. For example, AT&T Bell Laboratories
Personal Shopping Assistant (PSA) tracked the consumer’s location within a
store using a PSA device capable of transmitting over radio frequency (RF)
links, and location beacons which received the transmissions. The system
would receive radio waves from the user’s transmitter at multiple beacons
and then infer the user’s location using triangulation. The PSA device would
display shopping information on its display. This information was based on the
location of the user in the store [12]. An early example of physical and virtual
space augmentation used a gyroscope for detecting the movement of a mobile
device in free space (i.e. pitch, yaw, and roll) [13]. This work extends the
notion of location as a two-dimensional parameter to a more general meaning
of space and presence. For example, the user can hold the device towards
the sky and get information about the weather, or against a painting in a
room and get information about the painter, or even against a TV-set and get
today’s TV programme.

In general, research in context-aware services during this period is limited
by existing hardware: in most cases, mainstream mobile devices of that time
did not have the necessary hardware equipment to sense surrounding context,
therefore the authors had to resort to custom systems, such as the PARCTAB
and Active Badge. However, it will become apparent later in this Section that
these pioneer systems and services prototypes not only helped to stir public
interest in ubiquitous computing, but they have also acted as catalysts for
outlining hardware specifications for contemporary mobile devices.

The early period of context-aware applications ends with the realization
from the research community that there are more sources of context than
location could be exploited [14] [15]. From a hardware standpoint, it is
suggested that add-on hardware to existing PDA devices which started to
proliferate, would enhance their capabilities for sensing context [15]. In
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addition to broadening the range of context that could be used, and therefore
the scope of the context-aware applications, researchers were starting to
think about what applications would be of value to consumers and how to
design context aware system architecture for rapid application development
and deployment (see also Chapter 2), pointing to the future context-aware
application frameworks [16].

Development period: The shift towards multiple sources of
physical context and service personalization (1997 - 2005)

This period is characterized by applications which take advantage of different
kinds of context to enable a diverse set of applications interacting with physical
context[15]. For example, applications use temperature context in conjunction
with location for preventing forest fires [17]; user-applied force sensing, audio
sensors, and proximity sensors for robotic navigation for the elderly/blind [18];
and monitoring the weather, vehicle speed, and current state of traffic lights
at intersections to reduce the number of car accidents [19]. Another study
focusing on environmental services used cars equipped with air quality sensors
together with location detectors to create a collaborative pollution map of an
area [20]. A large set of context-aware applications utilize presence context 3

for improving the communication experience between users. For example, the
Sensay mobile phone utilizes a number of context sources such as background
lighting, ambient and user voice sound, and directional movement of the user
to automatically determine the user’s presence state - and therefore proactively
deciding how to handle incoming phone calls [22].

Smartbadge[23] was an improvement on the ideas set by early wearable
computing platforms such as the ActiveBadge [10] system. Instead of
just periodically emitting identification signals, SmartBadges were sensor
platforms equipped with audio, humidity, orientation, adjacency and ambient
lighting sensors. This additional knowledge about the user’s surrounding
environment (environment awareness), was a key-enabler for a number of
innovative context-aware applications. One example is a service for security-
enhanced identification, where Smartbadge tokens enabled accountability
tracking by consistently sensing if a wearer was trying to get access to an
asset and/or attempted to dispose of the token)[24].

3Marco Happenhofer examines a number of different definitions of presence from different
sources and uses them to create a unified meaning of presence - which we also adopt in this
study: Presence describes the social willingness and technical possibilities (of a subscriber)
to accept a connection [21]. Presence applications are used in telecommunications and utilize
user context (i.e. the status of a user, which is typically provided by the user himself - such
as "busy", "available" and "offline"), as well as context describing the technical capabilities
of the user’s mobile device. Both these sources of content are treated as presence context.
The context aware infrastructure uses this presence context to determine which user are able
to communicate with each other. Typical presence applications include instant messaging,
notification services and media sharing.
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HP’s CoolTown context-aware framework, provides services in the form of
Websigns (i.e. virtual service providers), and is one of the first applications to
make use of content available on the World Wide Web (i.e. virtual content)
4 [25]. In a CoolTown environment, mobile devices are equipped with some
form of positioning technology (e.g. GPS), and download a the database
containing geocoded links to services on the Web, a set of URL addresses of
services in proximity. The devices then access these services via an embedded
Web browser.

During this period, there is also strong interest from the industry
for broadening the user base of context-aware services from controlled
user groups (such as university laboratories and campuses) to the mass
public. In telecommunications, context aware frameworks such as the IP
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) together with user presence-related context
aware applications (e.g. mobile gaming [26]) started to emerge, as mobile
phones became increasingly capable of supporting these technologies. In the
automotive industry, navigation systems using GPS signals started to appear
in the market, as soon as the U.S. Government ended the intentional degrading
of position accuracy for civilians, from their satellite-based Global Positioning
System (GPS) [27].

Since mobile devices such as PDAs started to become mainstream, the
mobile hardware used in this period was a combination of commercially
available mobile devices (i.e. PDAs and smartphones) together with custom
hardware add-ons in some cases. One study uses PDAs from Compaq’s IPAQ
series, together with a GPS receiver and a compass to create a location-
based multiplayer game [28]. Another study uses similar devices together with
accelerometers, to detect body movement [29]. A study which implemented
a museum touring guide did not require any external hardware, but instead
relied on the PDA’s IR port for determining the user’s location [30].

The large number of applications that were developed during this period,
together with the increased commercialization of context aware services,
posed requirements for flexible context aware frameworks facilitating rapid
development of applications. One way to reduce application development
time is to define reusable components in the application architecture. Anind
Dey pioneered this research, by implementing a Context Aware "Toolkit" based
on his previous experience designing context aware applications [31]. In his
approach, Dey provided reusable context-sensing components in the form of
widgets. Context-aware application programmers can use widgets without
needing to now how they work internally. Some applications developed using
this method were a conference assistant and a smart email list service [32].

Another way to reduce development time is to encapsulate the complexity
of the operating system the application will be running on, by using

4Note that HP’s CoolTown service did not use the World Wide Web as a context source,
but rather only as a source of content.
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application programming interfaces (APIs) known as "middleware"5. We will
extensively discuss different approaches to middleware in Chapter 2.

Due to the complexity and the amount of context information present in
this period, and due to the required post-processing of context, context could
no longer be stored and processed in raw format, hence more sophisticated
technologies capable of describing context in a more organized, scalable way
were required. XML-based formalized descriptions of context known as
ontologies, is a solution to this issue. Ontologies are consistently used in
contemporary context-aware systems [34] [35]. Another example extends the
Call Processing Language (CPL) [36] of the SIP protocol[37] with an ontology
that supports user presence[38]. This enables implementation of services that
accept, redirect or drop a call depending on context such as users’s current
status (busy, available, offline) and location.

Context abundance, hardware maturity and the role of online
social media on creating personalized services (2005 - now)

Modern trends in context-awareness include treating the abundance of
information available on the Internet as a new source of context. Information
that users share over online social media such as blogging sites and social
networks can directly or indirectly lead to creating profiles for every user of
the system. If the system knows about the current mood, location, hobbies,
work, etc. of a user, then it can proactively offer personalized services to
this user. We show that utilizing such context can help personalized context
aware services scale for wide public use [4] (see also Chapter 4). Another
study uses social context in a different and innovative way: The authors of
this study captured the status text from profiles of users of the popular social
network Facebook, and then performed basic Natural Language Processing
(NLP) to find out whether these users expressed negative or positive emotions
- the study then classified the results per country and verified them by
correlating them with days of national sorrow and happiness (i.e. tragic
accidents, holidays, etc.) - showing that it was possible through this method
to statistically measure the "Gross National Happiness" of a country [39].

Another set of applications utilize personal context, i.e. context which
describes properties of the users: such context is used in systems that provide
customized (personalized) services. It has been suggested that personalized
services are of great value, since they help create a sense of intimacy between
the user and the service - hence the motivation for this research [40] [41].
Before the widespread use of social media on the Internet, such context came
hardcoded or pre-configured in the system itself. Such systems had inherent
difficulties scaling beyond tightly controlled environments such as research

5A more precise definition of middleware relative to the context-aware domain is given
by Kjaer, as an abstraction layer between an operating system and the applications [33].
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labs or office workspaces. However, this has changed with an abundance of
information becoming available from online sources (i.e. social context). These
sources also have the advantage of being publicly and instantly available. We
discuss how such context can be used for personalization in Chapter 4. Note
that when the information is not generally publicly available it is available to
the user himself/herself.

The rather new and innovative area of energy-aware services uses energy
consumption as context for systems which automatically regulate the opera-
tion of electrical devices in a context aware home [42].

Current research also focuses on using context-awareness for facilitating
real-life social interaction. McDonald et al. propose a set of context
aware applications to help identify people in conferences/symposiums/group
meetings, etc. [43]: Each participant wears an RFID tag, identifying him/her
to the system. Note again that the context used in this case is a combination
of user identity and location. The "AutoSpeakerID" application displays
information about speakers and questioners, thus facilitating presentations
and Q&A sessions. The system can judge from the relative location of the
speaker, if he/she is a presenter or a member from the audience asking a
question. Another application is "Ticket2Talk" which during coffee breaks
periodically displays on a monitor information about people who are near
that monitor - thus facilitating social interaction.

Remarks

This Section presented an evaluation of context and context-aware services
from the beginning of the 1990s until the time of writing of this dissertation.
Considering the aforementioned research, a number of conclusions can be
drawn:

• The nature of context changes constantly. Social context and service
personalization is an emerging area of focus for researchers and industry
alike, and we contribute to this area by introducing our own context-
aware service (see Chapter 4).

• The complexity of context that is utilized increases in time. From
context as a singular value (such as location) and simple processing
of raw context, contemporary context aware systems need to adapt to
the requirements of today’s context aware services: multiple sources of
context (e.g. location and user data), often requiring post-processing for
data refinement. This poses strict requirements on system design, as this
design needs to be both robust and flexible (in order to support multiple
context-aware services). We propose a simple but flexible architecture
in Chapter 2, then shows that it can scale to support services utilizing
context of variable nature (Chapters 3 and 4) and finally that it is robust
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enough to support hundreds of users simultaneously (see sections 3.4 and
4.4).

1.3 Evolution of mobile hardware

Although there are no strict requirements for context-aware applications to
run on mobile devices, or even to include any kind of direct interaction with the
users (for example the ActiveBadge device mentioned in Section 1.2 was simply
used to determine that a user was located within an area), when studying the
evolution of context-aware services, we observe a direct relationship between
the number of context-aware applications and the hardware capabilities of
mobile devices.

Mobile devices from the early period of context aware computing were
mainly custom-designed solutions produced by research teams. Examples are
the PARCTAB, Active Badge systems (see Section 1.2)6 , and the KTH-HP
series of SmartBadges/BadgePads [45].

Commercial mobile devices of that time, were either focused on the role
of personal organizers, or strictly offering audio and textual communication
services. The former devices were known as Personal Digital Communicators -
or Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) whereas the latter were primarily mobile
(cellular) phones. Neither category facilitated the development of context-
aware mobile applications, as they lacked both the embedded hardware sensors
as well as the software libraries to support development of such applications.
For example, one of the first PDAs on the market, the Apple Newton, was
used together with GPS [46] and IR transceiver hardware [47] for positioning
in outdoors and indoors environments respectively. Both of these solutions
required the utilization of external hardware, which rendered the device
unusable in practice, as users had to carry all the hardware components with
them.

The proliferation of personal digital assistants (PDAs) was facilitated by
the explosive growth of the Internet and demand for ubiquitous access [48].
This accelerated the adoption rate of wireless access technologies such as WiFi
and Bluetooth equipped mobile devices. PDA vendors also incorporated low-
cost, fairly accurate GPS receivers, as soon as they became available, enabling
location-based services on PDAs. Concurrently, from the mid-1990s there is a
worldwide prominent increase in mobile phone usage [49]. As mobile phones
became more popular, the demand for enhanced functionality on these devices
increased. A new category of mobile devices was created, widely known as

6Although manufacturing of early context aware mobile devices was limited in numbers,
due to the fact that they were not intended for commercial use, some of those early
devices became relatively popular, as they were used for research purposes from a number
of institutions: For example, over 1500 custom positioning mobile devices were deployed
throughout the system’s lifetime [44]
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smartphones, i.e. mobile devices that provide the traditional audio and text
services of a mobile phone, together with enhanced functionality found in
PDAs 7. Smartphones are the predominant handheld computing platform
today, representing a convergence of technologies originally existing in PDAs,
together with traditional mobile phone services 8.

Table 1.1 illustrates the evolution of mobile devices from the beginning of
the 1990s until today. Of particular interest from the perspective of context-
aware application development are the connectivity capabilities for connecting
to the Internet or sensing the surrounding environment that these devices have.
In addition, the development costs (i.e. what kind of programming libraries are
supported by the device operating systems vendors as well as how expensive
is it to purchase and use proprietary development environments). Looking at
the table we can draw a useful conclusion:

• Contemporary handheld computing devices have ubiquitous connection
to the Internet, but the are also equipped with built-in chips for
positioning (GPS) and identification (NFC9). These devices are also
equipped with a set of sensors for orientation, ambient light sensing,
and object proximity 10.

• Development tools are provided free of charge for all of the popular
handheld computing platforms. In addition, there is considerable
support from the developer community, as each platform typically has
its own online developer forum.

7The reader should note that the terms smartphone and PDA are not standardized, but
were rather coined by the industry to signify paradigm shifts in the functionality of mobile
devices. The term PDA was seemingly first used by John Sculley, CEO of Apple Computers
in 1992[50]

8The reader should note that although smartphones are popular today, they are not
the most widely used category of mobile devices, as reqular phones (also known as feature
phones) are still more popular (note the difference between the terms handheld computing
platform and mobile platform). This difference persists because the cost of smartphones
is still higher than that of a regular phone, as well as due to the proliferation of mobile
phones in third world and developing countries. In developed countries, such as the U.S.,
the percentage of smartphone users is expected to surpass the percentage of regular phone
users during 2011[51]

9Near-Field Communication (NFC) is an extension of the RFID standard which allows
devices to communicate with other smart entities in their surrounding environment using
short-range, high-frequency radio waves. RFID is an identification technology that is used
extensively in ubiquitous computing, but never before has it been included in commercial,
mass-market devices.

10These sensors were originally built into mobile devices in order to conserve battery life
(using a proximity sensor and ambient light sensor) and to change the user interface layout
depending on how a user is holding the device (using gyroscope and/or accelerometer).
However, public development libraries (in most cases) are able to access and read values
from these sensors, thus this hardware can be used in third-party applications as well as
applications developed by the device manufacturer.
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Table 1.1: Popular commercial platforms for mobile devices.

Obsolete (early) handheld computing platforms

Device and year Category Connectivity and environment
input

O/S, API support, device
and development tools cost

Apple Newton
MessagePad
series (1993 -
1998)

PDA Infrared, Serial (RS-422) Newton OS, NewtonScript
API, $1000 cost of device
and $1000 cost of devel-
opment tools (later made
available for free1)

Palm and
compatible
devices -
PalmOS era
(1996 - 2009)

PDA,
Smart-
phone

RS-232 (from 2002 replaced by
USB), Infrared (from 1998),
Bluetooth (from 2002), WiFi
(from 2003), Cellular connec-
tivity (GSM, EVDO, CDMA,
EDGE)

Palm OS, Palm OS API,
PalmOS Developer Suite
(free but limited function-
ality) or Metrowerks Code-
warrior ($400 in 2005)

Microsoft
Pocket PC
and Windows
Mobile powered
devices (2000
-2009)

PDA,
Smart-
phone

Infrared, USB and/or RS-232,
GSM (and GPRS) or CDMA
(in early devices)23, 802.11 WiFi
and Bluetooth (from circa
20034), 3G (UMTS, HSDPA)

Windows CE (versions 3.0
to 6.0), Windows Mo-
bile SDK, embedded Vi-
sual C++ 3.0 (up to 2002,
free)5, Visual Studio .NET
2005 or 2008 (2002-2009,
from $299)5, 6

Current (contemporary) handheld computing platforms

Device and year Category Connectivity and environment
input

O/S, API support, device
and development tools cost

Blackberry
devices (1999 - )

Smart
phone,
tablet
PC

WiFi, Bluetooth, Assisted
GPS, . Sensors: accelerometer,
proximity sensor, ambient light7

Blackberry OS and Black-
berry Tablet OS, develop-
ment tools are available
free of charge

Apple iOS de-
vices (2007 - )

Smart
phone,
PDA,
tablet
PC

WiFi, Bluetooth, Asssisted
GPS, GSM and CDMA net-
work support, 3G(UMTS, HS-
DPA), Sensors: gyroscope,
accelerometer, compass, prox-
imity, ambient light8

iOS, iOS SDK is provided
free of charge, annual de-
veloper fee of $99 required
to upload applications

Google Android
devices (2008 - )

Smart
phone,
PDA,
tablet
PC

WiFi, Bluetooth, Assisted
GPS, Near Field
Communication (NFC),
3G(UMTS, HSDPA), 4G
(LTE). Sensors: gyroscope,
compass, proximity, ambient
light9

Android OS, Android SDK
is provided free of charge

Palm and HP de-
vices - Web OS
era (2009 - )

Smart
phone

WiFi, Bluetooth, Assisted
GPS, Micro USB, Cellular
connectivity (3.5G networks
supported). Sensors:
accelerometer, ambient light
and proximity 10

WebOS, WebOS SDK pro-
vided free of charge

Microsoft Win-
dows Phone 7
devices (2010 - )

Smart
phone

WiFi, Bluetooth, Assisted
GPS, 3.5 G - 4 G cellular
connectivity . Sensors:
gyroscope, compass, proximity,
ambient light11

Windows Phone 7, Win-
dows phone 7 SDK and de-
velopment tools available
free of charge

1 Source: http://www.pdasupport.com/PDAencyclopediaAppleNewton.htm
2 Source: http://www.pocketpcfaq.com/wce/30/pocketpccomp.htm
3 Source: http://www.pocketpcfaq.com/wce/30/pocketpchoneccomp.htm
4 Source: http://www.pocketpcfaq.com/faqs/comparison/2003phone.php
5 Source: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms838188.aspx
6 Source: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb158496.aspx
7 Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BlackBerry_Storm2
8 Source: http://www.apple.com/iphone/specs.html
9 Source: http://www.google.com/nexus/#/tech-specs
10 Source: http://www.palm.com/us/products/phones/pre2/index.html#tab2
11 Source: http://www.htc.com/www/product/hd7/specification.html
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1.4 Motivation

Context-aware applications are at the beginning of a paradigm shift from
the confines of research laboratories and controlled environments to the mass
public. Although traditional services based on location context still exist,
these services are being extended and combined with other forms of context.
In particular the abundance of information available on Internet’s social media
-blogging sites, social networking sites, etc.- will facilitate this shift towards
applications that offer personalized content. Both context (information about
the users) and content (information for the users) will originate from the
Internet.

Section 1.3 concluded that mobile devices are now capable of providing
ubiquitous internet access and have the necessary software development
support required to implement applications that take advantage of the network
interfaces and the sensors available on these devices. Section 1.2 discussed the
nature of context, as well as the technical challenges that arise due to its
complexity. This dissertation answers questions such as:

• How should developers design a reliable, scalable, and robust context
aware framework and implement it with existing technologies? We show
that this framework is able to support a diverse set of applications using
different sources of context.

• How should we measure and evaluate the performance and reliability of
this framework ?

• How should we gather user context (e.g. location) and service-capability
context and combine them to identify which is the most appropriate
service for a user ?

• How can the abundance of social context available on the internet be
collected, stored, and processed to provide personalized services to users
via a context-aware application ?

• How should we collect reliable user feedback from applications exposed
to public use ?

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides
a detailed overview of the context aware framework that was implemented.
Chapter 3 describes a printing application that was implemented using this
framework and Chapter 4 describes a social-context based application. Finally,
Chapter 5 concludes by discussing the contributions of this work, as well as
suggesting possible ways to extend it in the future.

Chapter 3 is based on the author’s work previously reported in [3], while
Chapter 4 is is based on the author’s work previously reported in [4].In both
of these conference papers the author contributed the original idea of the
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context aware service, the system design as well as the implementation. The
author was also responsible for deploying and maintaining the system during
the period of its operation, as well as taking and reporting measurements. A
more detailed list of contributions is given in Section 5.2.





Επιστήμη ποιητική ευδαιμονίας.
Πλάτων, 427 - 347 π.χ.

Knowledge inspires true
happiness.

Plato, 427-347 BC.
Chapter 2

System Overview

2.1 Introduction

Anagnostopoulos et al., define two layers of system architecture in their survey
of context-aware systems for mobile users: an informational layer and an
operational (structural) layer [52].

The operational layer (a) retrieves the context from sensors and transforms
it into higher-level representations, (b) uses this context to make informed
decisions on which mobile devices should be granted access to a context-
aware service’s resources, and (c) handles mobile device (client) registration
and subscription. Potentially, this layer also includes a number of entities
called agents, which are used to provide complementary information about
the system status. The role of agents is discussed in detail in the Section 2.3.

The informational layer is a set of ontologies1 2 and system components
(entities) which are used to store raw and processed context3. This layer
potentially includes entities that store information about the users of the
system (user profiles) as well as their mobile devices (device capability
profiles), if personalized or adaptive context-aware services are supported.

1Ontologies as used in Information Technology, are formal specifications of knowledge
within a given domain. Practically, ontologies are represented through languages with
a grammar and vocabulary rich enough to describe all knowledge within a domain. As
discussed later in this Chapter, context-aware systems typically use XML based ontologies,
such as OWL. XML is a syntax for encoding information which is flexible enough to be used
as basis for constructing languages which are capable to describe any given knowledge data.

2Ontologies are not the only language models used for context-aware processing, as there
are systems using simpler alternatives such as entity-relationship graphs [53] and object-
oriented approaches [54]. The advantage of ontologies is the rich language description
capabilities which are suitable for systems supporting diverse context, such as the one
presented in this dissertation.

3In this organizational model for context-aware systems, context is provided from the
operational layer, either in raw format (i.e. directly from sensors), or in processed format
(i.e. from other entities in the informational layer, according to the rules defined in an
ontology).

15
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This dissertation adopts a similar two-layered description in order to
present the implemented system: Section 2.2 presents the fundamental design
guidelines (requirements) the system was built on, as well as the preconditions
that have to be satisfied for the system to work as expected. Section 2.3
discusses previous approaches to building an organizational layer, according
to predefined requirements and justifies the approach chosen. It presents a
number of entities, as well as the various protocols used for those entities to
communicate with each other. Section 2.4 presents the informational layer
and the ontologies used for describing different types of context.

2.2 System Requirements

The implementation of a context-aware system can be based on a number of
different architectures. The choice of architecture depends on a number of
factors, the prominent ones being:

• Range of applications supported (adaptability): The diversity of context
services has a significant impact on the system’s design. A specific set
of applications using a predetermined set of sensors can be supported
by a simple, static architecture (for example a vertical implementation
model - see the left half of figure 2.1). A system with the ability to
support a wide range of applications and a variety of sensors requires a
more complex and adaptive architecture.

• Available user resources (capacity): The mobile devices that users
operate in order to access context, vary in computational power, battery
life 4, user-interface, etc. The less resources a user has available on
his/her device, the greater the responsibility for the system to adapt the
context information to the required format. This also leads to increased
complexity in the system’s architecture as context adaptation models
must be employed in order to present information to such devices [55]
[56].

• Geographical location (distribution): Outdoors projects with large cov-
erage (such as weather prediction or fire notification context systems
[17]) may need localized processing of context, therefore leading to a
distributed architecture, whereas indoor systems (limited to research
laboratories, buildings, etc.) may have a more centralized architecture.
One of the advantages of exploiting social context (see Section 1.1),

4Although computation power of mobile devices has been a concern in the past, modern
mobile devices have ample processing power - however they still vary in form-factor and
user interface, meaning that the challenge for context adaptation in order to best present
information on every device still exists. In addition, the limited available power due to
battery capacity is still a concern, as the increase in processing power has lead to increased
energy demands (although the two are not necessarily linearly related).
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is that as long as the system is connected to the internet, there is no
requirement for localized processing.

• Number of users (scalability): Another important parameter is the
scalability of the system, which is of particular interest in user-rich
environments such as campuses and companies. In the case of a system
that is exposed to public use (which is also the environment this project
takes place in), there is a high degree of unpredictability in traffic.
One parameter for scaling to support large numbers of users concerns
software optimizations, such as multithreaded context request-response
and reduction in access time to retrieve context from the context
repository. The other is choosing the appropriate hardware, which has
to be capable of coping with the user demand (or avoid disappointing
as many users as possible), even in extreme situations.

Applications

Sensors

Applications

Sensors

Policy Decision Support

Context Storage

Context Storage

Figure 2.1: Direct sensor access architecture, common in early context aware
systems and systems with fixed scope (i.e. concentrated functionality) (left).
Contemporary middleware design using a middle layer known as middleware,
which not only serializes raw context from sensors into an application friendly
format, but also allows for context-aware application programmers to have
access to sensor data via high-level software libraries (i.e. APIs) (right).

This rudimentary taxonomy of architectural design choices is also used
as the basis for outlining the requirements 5 set for the system implemented
during the course of this study.

Requirement 1: High degree of adaptability. Given the diversity of context
sources, both traditional (i.e. user location and device capabilities) as well as
contemporary (see social context discussions in Chapter 1), we aim to design
a system that would adapt to a wide variety of context, but at the same time
offer a consistent way for applications to access this context via a high-level
API.

5Note that the requirements presented here are high-level (system-level) requirements set
before discussions on technical considerations concerning the system implementation took
place. The technical realization of these requirements is discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
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Requirement 2: Scalability. As stated in Chapter 1, the objective of this
study is to demonstrate that context-aware mobile applications now have
the proper hardware and software resource support for being exposed to the
general public, and therefore, there the system is required to be based on a
scalable architecture supporting large numbers of users.

In addition to the above requirements, the system design presented in this
dissertation also adopted a number of de facto conditions6. First, the mobile
devices connected to the system have (a) ample processing power and (b)
ubiquitous network connectivity. The reasoning behind these assumptions is
substantiated by the capabilities and growth of contemporary mobile devices
(see table 1.1). Second, that distributed system resources (i.e. hardware and
software agents) have stable connectivity to the centralized processing resource
of the system. This is typically a non-issue when agents are virtual, as in the
case of social context. However, certain categories of applications, such as the
ones dealing with distributed resources in a workspace area (see Chapter 3)
may potentially face such connectivity issues.

2.3 Operational layer

Early context aware systems were built on a specific platform and interacted
with a specific set of sensors. Therefore, the architecture of such systems
was simple. The context aware applications running on devices of users
of those systems, communicated directly with sensors in order to access
context. Applications applied techniques from distributed computing systems
to communicate with each other (see the left half of figure 2.1). Although
they were simple to design, such architectures cannot scale beyond the
predetermined set of devices and sensors. Different types of sensors might
require a different set of methods to interface with the applications and
different types of devices would require reimplementation of corresponding
methods. Such architectures also suffer from poor maintainability, and limited
reuse [57]. This tightly coupled architecture is also unsuitable for distributed
systems, as the applications access the sensors directly. In order to ease
extensibility, modern context-aware systems feature a middleware software
suite (see the right half of figure 2.1). This suite is comprised of a set of
discrete software components that can be classified into layers. The lowest
layer is responsible for context acquisition from the sensors. The middleware
is responsible for acquiring the data from sensors, processing them and
storing them into context repositories. This middleware also publishes context
to applications, either synchronously by using a polling-based mechanism,
or asynchronously for applications that subscribe to the context they are
interested in. Albeit more complicated, this solution eases extensibility and

6In software requirement specifications, statements regarded as valid a priori, are also
referred to as preconditions.
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reusability, as well as allowing the use of context models to define and store
context data in a machine processable form. In addition, the middleware
can enforce policies allowing applications to access only certain context data,
based on a policy map.

Chen and Finin [34] have also suggested the idea of a context broker,
also known as a context server. The context server extends the middleware
architecture by allowing multiple clients (applications) to have concurrent
access to the same sensor data. This is possible because the server itself
is responsible for gathering data. While this architecture allows for the
maximum degree of freedom for the applications, and at the same time
relieves them from the overhead of intensive computations, it’s design
is potentially complicated. This means that many parameters have to
be taken into account when designing such a system, such as network
performance (as the broker needs to make frequent contact with agents and
the context repository), processing power (as the broker is now responsible
for maintaining communication between entities, as well as doing resource
intensive computations such as manipulating and storing context), and a
careful design of the ontology model (so that devices, agents, and people
can describe context information and query the broker’s context model).
Table 2.1 summarizes the three architectural approaches, based on the criteria
mentioned in the beginning of the Section. Note that the category design
complexity for both applications and the infrastructure (system) has also been
added (as the bottom two rows of table 2.1).

The combination of the comparison results of previous architectural
approaches shown in table 2.1, together with the requirements presented in
Section 2.2 have led to a set of fundamental design choices being adopted
in the implemented system. The requirement for support for heterogeneous
context and therefore a diverse set of context-aware services led to the
choice of a layered architecture where context acquisition and access to
services are handled by a centralized entity rather than the context-aware
applications. Since services can be physical (e.g. fixed-point or distributed
hardware resources) or virtual (e.g. content on the Web), they are treated
separately from the centralized entity, which only mediates access between
mobile applications and these services. Note that this centralized entity could
in practice be implemented as a distributed system.

The fundamental role of this system is to provide access by authorized
mobile context-aware applications to relevant services. The relevance of a
service for a mobile device is established from the processed context and the
description of the service. For example, if the context is location, then the
system will grant access to a hardware resource in proximity of a mobile
device, when the location of this device is close to the location of the resource.
This process is also known as context matching. The system also maintains a
subscription-based authorization mechanism, where access to services is given
only to subscribed devices.
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Table 2.1: A comparison of architecture approaches for context aware systems
based on requirements presented in Section 2.2: comprehensive (++), capable
(+) or unsatisfactory (-).

Direct Sensor Access Middleware Context Broker
Adaptability Not easily adaptive,

applications have to be
written from scratch -

Can easilty adapt to
new services due to
context encapsulation
+

Features the greatest
degree of adaptability
++

Capacity All computations take
place on the device. -

Middleware can handle
any computations re-
quired, given the pro-
cessing power ++

The broker can do any
resource intensive com-
putation if necessary
++

Distribution Tightly coupled archi-
tecture not suitable for
distribution -

Layered approach al-
lows for effective distri-
bution of work ++

Agent-based architec-
ture is distributed by
design ++

Scalability Does not allow concur-
rent access to sensor
resources -

Middleware allows for
scheduling access to
context +

Multiple devices
can access the same
context simultaneously
++

Design
Complexity
(system)

Simple architecture al-
lows for simple design
++

Layers alleviate some
of the design effort +

Complex design due to
centralized approach -

Design
Complexity
(applications)

Applications have to
handle all context pro-
cessing -

Encapsulation of
context in higher-
level representations
alleviates application
design complexity ++

Access to context via
high-level APIs ++

Figure 2.2 illustrates the block components of the system, while the rest
of this Section describes these components in greater detail.

Context broker

The context broker is customized software based on the open-source SIP
server OpenSIPS7[59]. OpenSIPS was chosen not only because it contains
a built-in subscription-based mechanism based on SIP/SIMPLE [60], but also
because it allows for implementing additional functionality through support
of "plug-in" software modules. Each implemented module presented in this
Section corresponds to a specific function of the context broker, one part of
it’s centralized role.

• The Context Logistics module receives context from sensors, transforms
and stores this context information into a local database. As discussed
in Section 1.2, the importance of context transformation from a raw
format provided from sensors to a higher-level machine readable format
greatly facilitates context post-processing operations (such as context
matching, aggregation, and inference) which are essential for a large

7Early versions of the systems used OpenSER as the foundation. However, since
OpenSER was abandoned in 2009 [58], the code was migrated to OpenSIPS which uses
and improves upon OPENSER’s code base.
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of the implemented system.

number of services. The language models used for this transformation
are discussed in Section 2.3. The raw context transmitted from sensors
is received from Context Adaptors, which are the interface of the broker
towards any kind of sensors the system may be using at a given time.
As discussed in Chapter 1, such context can be of different nature,
therefore the interfaces also require adaptation. Such interfaces may
not be solely based on software implementations, but also may require
additional hardware to be installed. Currently, based on the applications
that have already been developed, the system supports input from both
virtual and physical sensors8. Depending on the type of sensor and
the communication protocols it supports, input can be synchronous (i.e.
based on a request response communication protocol) or asynchronous
(i.e. periodic or aperiodic transmission of "context updates" from
sensors).

The Context Adaptors relay the received context in raw format to
the context transformation engine, which collects all raw context from
the various sensors and aggregates it into context documents for each

8The Context Adaptors for this implementation support input from RFID tag readers
(physical sensors) which identify a user’s location [3], but are also able to mine social context
from the World Wide Web (The Internet here is viewed as a virtual source of context.) [4].
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subscribed user 9. Subsequently, the context is published to the presence
module for further processing via the SIP PUBLISH method as payload
to a PIDF document (see appendix A for details).

The Context Transformation engine uses formal representations in order
to transform context from a raw to a machine-readable format. Not
all context can be described with the same representations. Typically,
system designers build on top of existing general-purpose templates to
create custom context representations appropriate for the particular set
of services the system is designed for. To place the above statement
into perspective, the system described in this dissertation transforms
user location information received from RFID tag readers into XML
documents using an extension of the XML PIDF Schema (see Chapter 3).
In another scenario, where user data is collected from social networking
websites, the system aggregates and transforms this social context into
representations modelled after XML Schemas building on top of "Friend
of a Friend (FOAF)" and RDF ontologies (see Section 2.4).

• The Service Agents Logistics Module manages distributed service re-
sources. In cases where service provision is based on a number of physical
or virtual agents, 10 this module discovers new agents and registers them
to the system, keeps track of agents that are currently online, and finally
unregisters agents that are seemingly offline. The registration is typically
an <Agent URI, agent description> tuple. The Agent URI is the agent’s
network address so that mobile devices are able to reach and interact
with the service. The Agent Description is a document in XML format,
describing the services the agent offers, as well as the current status,
if required by the implemented service. Agent discovery is carried out
with the help of the Service Location Protocol (SLP)[61].

The Service Agents multicast SLP discovery requests to advertise
services to the network, 11. The Context Broker detects the request
and responds with an acknowledgement. Additionally, the Service Agent
logistics module registers the Service Agent in the Context Broker’s local
database. As soon as a new service agent is discovered, the module is

9As previously stated, we are using the SIP/SIMPLE protocol where each user is
identified by a unique identifier, a SIP URI, which is assigned when the user’s mobile device
when it subscribes to a service. For further information, see appendix A

10Similar to physical and virtual context discussed previously, there can be physical or
virtual agents. An example of a physical agent is a monitor which activates when a user is
nearby. An example of a virtual agent is a web page providing content.

11Note that the term Service Agent as used in this dissertation and the Service Agent
defined in the SLP specification [61] have different meanings: In case of the SLP protocol
specification, a Service Agent is an entity which receives service requests from user agents.
In the case of the system described here, a Service Agent plays the role of a User Agent,
while the Context Broker receives and processes the service requests.
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also authorized to accept updates about the service’s status from the
service agent and store these updates into the same database.

• The Decision Algorithm module utilizes available user resources to grant
access to a service. The decision algorithm is a probabilistic, weight-
based classification algorithm, which given a set of input parameters,
calculates the likelihood of a service being relevant to a user. In
order to formalize this statement, consider the following notation and
parameters:

– S = (1, 2, ..., k) be the set of services currently supported in the
system. Sx be the identity of a service x : x ∈ S.

– U(Sx) = (1, 2, ..., n) be the function returning the number of
current subscribers, n, to service Sx.

– C(u) be the function for retrieving context associated with user u

from the context database, as refereed to previously in this Section.

– D(Sx) be the function retrieving the set of available service agents
for a service Sx, together with their description and status.

Given the above definitions, the algorithm is executed every time a
request for a service sr from a context-aware application running on
a mobile terminal of user ur is received from the decision algorithm
module. Alternatively, incoming context can also trigger an execution
of the algorithm. In this case, only users who are affected by this context
are notified. The execution follows a set of predefined rules, starting with
authorization12:

– Step 1: The algorithm checks if sr ∈ S (i.e. whether the requested
service is currently supported from the system). In case the service
is not supported, the Context Broker sends a response "Service
not supported" to the context-aware application which issued the
request and the algorithm converges. Otherwise, the authorization
process continues to step 2.

– Step 2: The algorithm checks whether ur ∈ U(Sr) (i.e. if
the context-aware application which issued the service request
is subscribed to the designated service). In case the user has
not subscribed to the service, the Context Broker sends an
"Unauthorized" response to the context-aware application which
issued the request and the algorithm converges. Otherwise, the
algorithm proceeds to step 3.

12In case a context-triggered execution takes place, there is no requirement for
authorization, and the algorithm starts from step 3, as listed in the following paragraph
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Table 2.2: Matching rules for the alignment value calculation example.

Distance from
counter

Alignment Value

0 to 1m 1
1m to 2m 0.75
2m to 3m 0.5
3m to 4m 0.25
4m to 5m 0.15
greater than 5m 0

– Step 3: The algorithm retrieves a set of input parameters I(ur, sr)
with the help of functions13 Cx and Dx: I(ur, sr) = (C(ur), D(sr)).

– Step 4: The output of this algorithm is an alignment value
A(ur, sr), which yields a normalized [0, 1] estimate of relevance
of the service sr for user ur. The computation of this value is
based on a list of predefined matching rules and corresponding
alignment values, which are specific for each service. Note that
in order to increase the accuracy of the estimate, the algorithm
at this point may, depending on the type of service, infer context
using additional domain knowledge (see for example Chapter 4,
where information from the internet is used to classify context
in a predefined set of categories which are used as input for the
alignment value calculation).

The application of matching rules for computing alignment values
is illustrated here with a simple example14: Consider a location-
based context-aware service, such as a store payment service, where
a user can pay with his/her mobile device. In this case, assume
that the user context is his/her geographical location (latitude and
longitude) retrieved via GPS. Also assume that in order for the
user to be allowed to use the service, he/she has to be no further
than 5m from the cashier’s counter. In this case, the location of
the counter, in terms of latitude and longitude is already known to
the system. Therefore, the Context Broker can infer the relative
distance by comparing the location of the counter and the supplied
user location. This relative distance is subsequently compared with
a list of <relative distance, corresponding alignment value> tuples
to calculate the alignment value (see table 2.2)

13These functions use SQL queries to retrieve data from the local databases.
14Note that the services described Chapters 3 and 4 apply matching rules in more complex

and realistic scenarios.
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If the alignment value is above a certain threshold then the service
for which the alignment value was calculated is relevant for the
user, therefore the user is forwarded a URI towards the service
agent which provides the desired service 15. In the opposite case,
a "Denial of Service" response is forwarded to the user that sent
the request. In case the alignment value calculation was context-
triggered, there is no message sent towards the user.

In the practical example illustrated in table 2.2, this threshold
would be any value greater than zero. If two requests are made
concurrently from different users, then the system would compare
the alignment value and grant the request with the largest value,
i.e. the user who is closer to the counter is the one who pays first.

• The Presence Server module is an implementation of a Presence
Server according to the SIP/SIMPLE standard[60]16. The module is
responsible for handling subscriptions from context-aware applications
which request access to one or more services. All subscribed applications
are stored in a local database, information which is later used by the
decision module to determine if an application is authorized to use
a service upon request. In addition to subscription management, the
module supports asynchronous notifications. In situations where there
is a change in context, the module notifies the subscribed context-
aware applications affected by this change (note that this functionality
is only valid for services which are not based on a user-triggered service
request/system response).

Service Agents

Service agents provide services on request to context-aware applications. They
are a combination of an interface and a collection of resources. The interface
is a communication link between context-aware services and the resources.
The nature of resources depends on the nature of the services a Service Agent
provides. Resources can be physical objects (hardware) - for example monitors
and projectors, or virtual, for example content in electronic format 17. In

15The decoupling of services from the Context Broker is a design choice which alleviates
the Context Broker from the task of locally supporting the various services running on the
system. In this system, the services are implemented as independent, single-purpose entities
and the context broker assumes the role of authorizing access for mobile devices to these
services, via the service URI transmission.

16Note that the SIP/SIMPLE standard specifies that the presence server can either act
as a proxy, relaying subscription requests to other entities, or as a presence agent, in which
case it handles the requests itself. In this implementation, the presence server assumes the
presence agent role

17The tangible nature of resources that can be supported within a service agent will
become evident in the forthcoming Chapters, as we introduce a service where context aware
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addition, the interface of the service agent also provides agent discovery and
agent status services (service updates) via the Service Location Protocol (SLP)
[61]. The use of SLP, provides the system with the flexibility of handling
Service Agents as "hot pluggable", as service agents can join or leave the system
dynamically, even after system deployment.

As an architectural design choice, the independent nature of the Service
Agents ensures service customization and adaptability of the system, resulting
in an increase in the number of services that can be handled concurrently
(see measurements in sections 3.4 and 4.4). Previous approaches in agent-
based context-aware architectures have used agents for a number of additional
tasks such as context reasoning, service authorization and privacy, as well
as for distribution of processing load [62]. However, in the context of our
study, all these tasks are handled by the Context Broker, due to the temporal
and uncertain availability of service agents. This is especially the case in
applications that use social context.

Mobile applications

Mobile applications are the medium for users to interact with the system and
access available services. There are no requirements on the user interface
design of the applications or programming language used to implement them,
due to the heterogeneity of context-aware services as well as the diversity
of mobile platforms available. The only requirement on the mobile devices
is that the applications running on it must have IP connectivity with the
Context Broker (see Section 2.2). Each application implements three network
interfaces:

• A mandatory SIP/SIMPLE protocol stack for sending subscription
requests and maintaining the subscription for as long as services are used.
In addition, applications have to support asynchronous notifications if
the services accessed are not request/response based.

• An optional, depending on the nature of service, request/response
protocol for sending requests for accessing a service and receiving
responses. This is a simple two-message, TCP-based protocol. Both
messages have a type header the value of which is "req" for the requests
and "resp" for the responses. The response messages also have a result
header which contains the result of the request (i.e. if the request
was accepted or denied), as well as a uri header which contains the
address of the service agent which was chosen by the context broker to
accommodate the request.

devices access printers - a hardware resource (see Chapter 3), but also web feeds stored on
websites on the Internet - a virtual resource (see Chapter 4).
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• One or more mandatory service access protocols for accessing interfaces
of service agents. These service access protocols are dependent on the
nature of the service. See for example, the file transfer protocol (FTP)
to send a file for printing in Chapter 3, and the RSS protocol to access
online content in Chapter 4.

Sensors

Sensors are independent context providers. They can be of physical or virtual
in nature18. Since sensors are, in most cases, provided by third party suppliers,
they are not consistent in terms of format and network protocol with which
their context is transmitted. As previously mentioned, the responsibility
of properly receiving, decoding, and processing context is handled by the
Context Logistics module. Since the nature of the context transmitted is
heterogeneous, so is the protocol of transmission. Some sensors transmit
context asynchronously (e.g. the RFID tag reader), and some others transmit
context based on requests from the Context Broker (e.g. the social network
data miner).

2.4 Informational Layer

An introduction to context models

Context models represent data formats used to describe, store, and process
context. A basic classification of such models according to the data structures
they use is presented in [63].

• Key-Value models. This is the simplest form of context modelling. It
is based on key-value pairs where the key represents a context item
and the value contains the actual value of this context. For example:
context TEMP = (tempSensor1, 20). Here TEMP is the key and the
pair sensorID (tempSensor1 ) and temperature reading (20 ) are the
description and value of the TEMP context, respectively. Although
simple to design and manage, this type of model lacks the structure of
its sophisticated counterparts. This means that it is difficult to retrieve
context afterwards, or to perform context manipulation (e.g. context
reasoning). Q-CAD is an example of a discovery framework that uses
key/value pairs to describe resources [64].

• Markup scheme models. In most cases, the markup languages used for
context modelling are derivatives of the extensible markup language

18An example of a physical sensor is an RFID tag reader, senses nearby RFID tags and
transmits their unique identity string (see Chapter 3). An example of a virtual sensor is a
social network data mining application which collects and transmits information about users
from their on-line profiles (see Chapter 4)
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(XML)[65]. While XML provides a syntax for hierarchically structured
documents, it does not define any semantics for describing these
documents. The resource description framework (RDF) is a well known
model for making statements about resources and how they are related.
RDF uses XML syntax to describe resources, and a schema language
(RDF Schema or RDFS ) which provides the vocabulary to structure
them. RDFS provides definitions for class, domain, and property
for resources. An interesting framework for a context-aware system
providing localized information at ICS-FORTH, uses RDF for context
description and reasoning [66]. Having a strict structure, markup scheme
models are particularly strong when validating a description of context.
An example of how the temperature of a sensor can be described with
RDF follows:

<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<r d f : RDFxmlns: r d f ="http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#"
xmlns : s en sor ="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~ athkar / sensord#">
<r d f : Desc r ip t ion
r d f : about="tempSensor1">
<sensor : temperatureReading >20</ sensor : temperatureReading >
</r d f : Descr ipt ion >
</r d f :RDF>

• Ontology based models [67] [68]. Ontologies represent descriptions of
concepts and relationships. They are highly suited for context-aware
systems, due to their formal expressiveness and the possibilities for
applying reasoning techniques. Ontologies build on top of markup
schemas, by adding semantics [69]. Semantics are strict rules that
formalize knowledge within a given domain. Therefore ontologies can
be viewed as language vocabularies, on top of the language grammar
that the markup schemes provide.

The Web ontology language (OWL), builds on top of RDF and
RDFS to add more vocabulary (enabling the description of equality or
inequality of classes, cardinality, class relations, property characteristics,
enumerated classes, etc.), thus providing greater flexibility for describing
resources. Apart from OWL, some other typical examples extending
the RDFS vocabulary are Composite Capabilities/Presence Profile
(CC/PP) [70] and User Agent Profile (UAProf) [71].

An additional advantage of ontologies is that many generic vocabularies
already exist and are reusable. Well-known examples include the Dublin
Core set of ontologies used for documents and publishing[72], the Gene
Ontology for genomics [73], the Friend-of-a-friend (FOAF) ontology for
describing people and their activities and relations with other people
[74] and the WordNet ontology, used as a basis for describing relations
between words [75].
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• Graphical models The advantage of using graphical models is that they
are human readable and can ease the process of structuring. While it is
difficult to evaluate such modelled context on a computer, some authors
have used extensions of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [76] and
the Object-Role Modelling (ORM) successfully. A modelling approach
that uses ORM is presented in [77].

• Logic models [78]. Logic models have a high level of formality, but cannot
be easily validated. Logic models also use context reasoning to derive
new facts based on existing rules, however current logic based systems
suffer from incompleteness and ambiguity, rendering them error-prone
when validating context. In addition, applicability is also an issue, since
full logic reasoners are typically not available on small-scale computing
devices.

• Object-oriented models [79]. Such models take full advantage of the
principles of object-oriented design (encapsulation, inheritance, and
reusability). They are also ideal when designing distributed context-
aware systems.

Selecting a model for context formalization

The criteria for selecting a context modelling solution depends on both the
complexity of context, as well as the requirements on description accuracy.
For example, a simple location-aware application where the only context is the
position of the user, typically in a <latitude, longtitude> pair of coordinates
does not require the expressiveness capabilities and added complexity of a
markup scheme. Instead, the location-based context could be described with
a simple key-value model.

In this system, we implement context modelling frameworks in accordance
with the context complexity and requirements of the respective context-aware
service. For the printing application presented in Chapter 3, we use a simple
key-markup model to describe the user’s location as it is received from the
RFID sensors. In Chapter 4, we extend well-known ontologies to provide
a formalization mechanism for describing complex user context mined from
online social network profiles.
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Chapter 3

Intelligent Printing Services
for Mobile Devices

This Chapter presents a mobile printing application, which was implemented
based on the context-aware framework discussed in Chapter 2 [3]. Of interest
to this dissertation is not only to present a framework for supporting context-
aware services, but also to propose a number of applications that offer
innovative, personalized services to mobile users. Section 3.1 discusses the
reasons for choosing a mobile printing scenario as one of those applications.
Section 3.2 mentions previous relevant approaches and Section 3.3 presents
how the generic architecture presented in Chapter 2, was adapted to serve
the requirements of the printing service discussed in this Chapter. A set of
performance measurements for the framework based on usage of the mobile
printing application is presented in Section 3.4, taken during the system’s
deployment and trial period of operation. This Chapter concludes with a
number of a posteriori realizations based on the experience gained after system
deployment and period of usage in Section 3.5.

3.1 Motivation

Over the last decades printing devices have continuously improved, keeping
pace with customer expectations. Monitoring of annual print outputs from
various academic institutions [80] [81] indicates a trend towards increased
printer utilization. Wright suggests that printing will continue to increase as
public interest shifts towards the enormous volume of information available
on the World Wide Web [82]. To realize the customer demand for printing
services, printer manufacturers and operating system authors have tried
to improve interoperability between printers (hardware) and workstations
(software) [83]. Although such efforts have been successful in solving technical
issues, such as a common page layout description (i.e. page description lan-
guages such as PCL and PostScript), standardized communication interfaces
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(e.g. IEEE 802.11, Ethernet, Bluetooth, parallel, USB ports), and a consistent
way for the user to parametrize a print request (printing protocols and APIs),
there has been little improvement in processing and interpretation of printer
semantics. Traditionally, the user visually monitors the progress of their
print request on a display. If the printing process halts due to an error,
(for example need for paper refill/ink replacement), the responsibility for
fixing the issue and resuming printing is the user’s. Another common case
is that certain document types may require special hardware capabilities (e.g.
a color, high resolution printer) for optimal results. The lack of a resource
aware infrastructure wastes time, a critical factor for academic and corporate
environments.

Additionally, in office environments increasingly users use their personal
mobile devices for common tasks such as reading/composing e-mails, accessing
the corporate directory, browsing the web, etc. These devices are also used for
document editing and storage, but generally lack the software to interface with
printers: due to their heterogeneous nature (different processor architectures,
hardware specifications), printer vendors have not written device drivers for
all of these mobile devices.

Our solution addresses mobile printing by providing a universal printer
access interface based on open protocols. Additionally, exploiting awareness
of all the printers in the environment it chooses the most suitable printer to
serve the current print request, thus making printing more time-effective and
transparent for users.

Our implementation approximates the definition of the Ubiquitous Com-
puting Environment, as defined by McGarth et al. [84]. We consider users with
mobile devices as autonomous, heterogeneous entities, with no prior knowledge
of the infrastructure. Similarly the printing infrastructure has no knowledge
of potential users.

3.2 Background Study

Mobile printing is a relatively new concept since mobile devices have only
recently acquired the necessary network interfaces (e.g. Bluetooth and IEEE
802.11) to interact with printers - other than via a point-to-point IRDA link.
Burke specifies two general methods for mobile printing, namely serverless
printing, i.e. directly through the utilization of device drivers, and print by
reference [85].

Mobile device drivers render the files locally on the device using a page
description language, and subsequently send this data to the printer over a
network interface. Printer manufacturers (such as HP [86]) and mobile device
manufacturers (such as Nokia [87]) have developed printing drivers for specific
models of devices. SonyEricsson’s camera phones have adopted the PictBridge
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standard [88], which allows images to be printed directly to the printer without
the presence of a computer.

Additionally, third party developers have implemented their own solutions
for mobile printing [89]. In an effort to disambiguate the complex issue of
implementing serverless mobile printing, the Mobile Imaging and Printing
Consortium (MIPC) publishes technical documentation in a developer guide-
line format [90]. Their document distinguishes between different network
interfaces that mobile devices may potentially be equipped with, and addresses
each case separately (see figure 1).

However, although serverless printing can function as an integrated
solution on specific pairs of mobile devices and printers, it does not scale
well for environments where the hardware specifications are not fixed a priori.
One constrain is that there must be a network path from the network interface
(typically via a WLAN, USB, and/or wide area wireless network interface)
of the mobile device to the printer. Statistically, the majority of mobile
devices today have a wireless network interface, whereas most network printers
still use Ethernet as their network interface of choice. However, MIPC’s
serverless printing implies a direct connection between the mobile device and
the printer. An additional disadvantage is the vertical implementation of the
current serverless printing solutions, which leads to poor code reusability and
increased costs for maintenance.

In order to render a file, the corresponding application has to decode its
contents, encode it (in a page description language), and send it to the printer.
Although most mobile devices support common file formats (e.g. for text,
spreadsheets, and images), this software lacks features available in desktop
applications. Therefore, files edited with specialized desktop applications
(e.g. architectural drawings, 3D models, mathematical workspaces, etc.), are
unlikely to be able to be directly printed, since the mobile device does not
know how to decode the document and encode it for printing.

Printing by reference is another method that moves the computational
complexity, file format decoding, and page layout from the mobile device
and delegates this responsibility to the printer. In this case, a mobile device
transmits only the URI of the document to a printer. Subsequently, the printer
fetches the document and prints it. The rendering resources required can be
implemented by a server attached to the network or software in the printer
itself. Since the mobile device only provides a link to the document there is no
requirement for printer drivers on the mobile device. However, there is need
for a network attached document repository, where documents will be stored
(after being sent from the mobile device prior to printing or already stored).

We propose a third method that improves on concepts from both the
previously mentioned methods while effectively addressing their disadvantages
(see Section 3.1) for a networked printer environment with heterogeneous sets
of mobile devices. Specifically we seek to exploit device mobility and context
in our design of a mobile printing infrastructure. The service provided by our
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solution can be summarized in a sentence: For a user trying to print, this
infrastructure automatically selects the nearest suitable printer.

A distributed algorithm that accepts printing requests handles the selec-
tion process. It uses the user’s location, printer status, and document type
as input parameters1. The algorithm quantifies the possible printer states
according to the severity of their impact on the selection process. Similarly
the relative location of each printer with respect to the user is considered.
Thus, for each printer in the infrastructure, the algorithm calculates a printer
Suitability Index. Subsequently, these indexes are compared and the largest
value indicates the most suitable printer for this request.

3.3 System Description

Legend:

Printing Point Services

RFID Tag reader

Context Broker

Figure 3.1: Deployed system topology. A context broker ("CB") acts as a
repository of context information coming from Printing Point Services - "PPS"
(printer status and capabilities), as well as RFID readers (user location). The
CB is also responsible for handling printing requests from mobile users by
designating a suitable printer.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the operating environment of the system we deployed
in our lab. Printers are scattered around an indoor workspace, consisting of

1One of the factors this algorithm takes under account is the location of the user in
relation to the location of the printing resources available. Acquiring location information in
a mobile computing environment is not a trivial task. Hazas, et al. review different location
sensing technologies and show that they differ in accuracy and deployment feasibility [91].
Based on this study, we chose RFID technology for inferring user location (see Section 3.3),
as it addresses our accuracy (room-sized granularity of one to five meters), scalability (office
density of users in a corporate or academic premises), and cost and availability requirements
(low cost solution using off-the-self components.
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different rooms and corridors. Service Agents we call Printing Point Services
(PPS) provide printer context (see Section 2.2). Additionally, user location
context is provided from RFID tag readers, when available 2. The Context
Broker (see Section 2.3) plays a double role within this architecture: It
functions both as a context repository and also implements the aforementioned
decision algorithm (see Section 4.2). Each of the system components is
described in detail in the following subsections. This Section concludes with
a description of the system’s operation cycle.

A generic format of the architecture of the system implemented during
the course of this dissertation has already been presented in Chapter 2. This
Section, describes the abstract system entities of this architecture in the
context of the mobile printing application: The Context Broker has a focused
role to receive and process location-based context, in order to support print
requests from mobile devices. The Service Agents are known as Printing Point
Services and provide printing services. A mobile, context-aware application
developed to take advantage of these printing services is also presented here.
The rest of this Section describes the aforementioned entities in more detail.

Context Broker

The context broker is a workstation with network connectivity to every PPS
and mobile terminal (see figure 3.2). It is a software solution built around
the SIP Express Router (SER) [58] 3 and is responsible for registering new
mobile terminals and handling print requests. SER is open source software;
therefore we were able to extend the functionality of SER by implementing
three modules for context handling, user presence, and resource discovery.

Note that there are some differences between this early design of the
Context Broker and the finalized design presented in Chapter 2 (see Section
2.3 and figure 2.2). These differences are:

• The SIP-based request response protocol for service access used by the
mobile printing applications in this scenario, was later replaced by a
simpler TCP-based aggregation protocol (see "Mobile Applications" in
Section 2.3).

• The Context Logistics module stores (and removes) context, instead of
delegating this task to the presence module.

• In this scenario, sensors send PUBLISH messages directly to the
broker, instead of using the context processing services of the Context
Logistics module, as illustrated in Chapter 2. This is because the

2The user’s location could be provided by any location system, with room level resolution
3Note that when this service was implemented in 2008, the system was still using the

SIP Express Router as a Context Broker [58]. Later versions of the system used OpenSIPS
[59].
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the Context Broker and interoperability with the
user terminals, services and sensors. Context providers (PPSs and RFID
readers) transmit PUBLISH messages to the aggregator, with XML-encoded
context as payload (see Section 3.3). Users register with the CB using SIP
SUBSCRIBE messages. After subscribing, clients submit print requests using
SIP INFO messages. The decision module uses the context stored by the
context aggregator to deduce a suitable printer and returns its IP address to
the requestor. The Context Broker automatically discovers printing resources
using the Service Location Protocol [61]. In parentheses is the naming of
various entities of the broker as presented in the generic architectural design
in Section 2.3.

RFID sensors used for locating users in this scenario, were running
an embedded version of the GNU/Linux operating system, which
allowed for the implementation of custom software on the sensor.
We therefore implemented software sending asynchronous PUBLISH
messages, whenever a user was in proximity.

• The Printing Point Services (PPSs) also publish context about the status
of the printers via the Context Logistics module. The status of the PPSs
is stored in the Context Storage database. In later versions of the system,
status updates of the service agents are transmitted using SLP, in the
form of service updates and are stored in the Service Agent Registry
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(see "Service Agents" in Section 2.3).

The context broker also incorporates the Service Locator, a separate
resource discovery mechanism which uses the Service Location Protocol (SLP)
[61] to discover available Printing Point Services in the infrastructure (see
Section 3.2). Resource discovery takes place not only during bootstrapping,
but also during normal system operation. This allows for installation of new
PPSs at any time. Pairs of <PPSid, IPaddress> are stored inside a "printer
pool" table in a MySQL database (The PPSId is a unique identifier of a given
PPS and is assigned by the Service Locator). The context aggregation module
receives and stores location updates from the location service infrastructure, as
well as printer status updates from the PPSs. We use SIP SIMPLE messages to
transfer event updates to SER [60]. The events are transferred as a PUBLISH
message payload and are modeled after the Presence Information Data Format
(PIDF) XML Schema [92]. SIP messages, as well as the functional role
of the presence server, are defined in the SIP/SIMPLE protocol[60]. The
user presence module registers mobile terminals with the infrastructure.
Registration can be automatic (if the devices are detected by the RFID
readers), or on request. A mobile terminal initially subscribes to the printing
service by sending a SUBSCRIBE request message to the context broker. SER
processes these requests and registers mobile terminals in a database (as shown
in figure 3.2). In order to renew their registration, mobile terminals have to
periodically transmit SUBSCRIBE requests.

In addition to handling subscriptions, the presence module also transmits
NOTIFY messages to subscribed devices. These responses concern feedback
about printing sessions (i.e. documents remaining in the queue and current
printer status) or location information (see RFID Infrastructure in Section 3).
The presence module interoperates with the context aggregation module, in
order to provide this information to the terminals. Together these modules
implement a presence server, a logical entity capable of acquiring, storing, and
transmitting context.

After establishing a subscription to the context broker, a mobile terminal
can send printing requests, by sending SIP INFO messages to the context
broker [93]. Acceptance and processing of printing requests is handled by the
decision module, which collects relevant context stored in the database, and
responds by returning the IP address of a suitable printer to the requestor
(see figure 3.3).

The module includes a decision algorithm, which estimates the Suitability
Index (SI) of each of the PPSs, based on the retrieved context information 4.
This solution is based on printer status quantifiers, where each state is assigned
a weight. The larger the value of the weight, the greater its contribution to
the SI. The same pattern is employed for user location. In this case, there is

4The Suitability Index (SI) is referred to as Alignment Value in Section 2.3.
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Figure 3.3: Handling of print requests in the decision module of the context
broker. An incoming request triggers the execution of the decision algorithm,
which in turn uses information stored in the database to select a PPS.
Subsequently, it sends a response with the PPS’s IP address to the requestor.
Responses and requests are carried as SIP INFO payloads.

an inverse relationship between the value of the weight and the SI. For our
proof of concept system, we have hardcoded the weights into a database table
called Context Quantifier.

The pseudocode for the aforementioned algorithm is given in listing 3.1.
The methods getStatus and getLoc are used to retrieve the printer status
and user’s location from the context database. This information is used
by the methods calculateStatus and calculateLocation, which calculate the
relative weights by consulting the context quantifier. Additionally, the method
calculateUserPrefs matches user preferences against the retrieved printer
context and calculates a user preference weight. The SI for a given PPS
is the sum of the status, location, and user preference weights. The algorithm
returns the IP address of the PPS with the largest SI.
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Publ ic S t r ing dec i s i onA lgor i tnm ( L i s t PPS_IPLIST) {
SET I t e r a t o r TO 1
WHILE I t e r a t o r <= PPS_IPLIST . l ength

CALL getStatu s ( ) with PPS_IPLIST [ I t e r a t o r ] r e tu rn ing pstatu s
CALL getLoc ( ) with PPS_IPLIST [ I t e r a t o r ] r e tu rn ing readerID
CALL ge t P r e f s ( ) with PPS_IPLIST [ I t e r a t o r ] r e tu rn ing p r e f L i s t [ ]
CALL c a l c u l a t e S t a t u s with pstatu s r e tu rn ing statusWeight
CALL c a l c u l a t e L o c a t i o n with readerID retu rn in g locat ionWeight
CALL c a l c u l a t e U s e r P r e f s with p r e f L i s t [ ] r e tu rn ing upWeight
SET SI [ I t e r a t o r ] TO statusWeight + locWeight + upWeight
SET I t e r a t o r TO I t e r a t o r + 1

ENDWHILE
CALL findMax with SI RETURNING index
RETURN PPS_IPLIST [ index ]

}

Listing 3.1: Pseudocode of the decision algorithm for the mobile printing
scenario.

Table 3.1 gives some example weights for user location and printer status.
It is important to note that the formulae in this table are representative of the
operating environment of our system (as shown in figure 3.2), coupled with
the average user requirements for this environment.

When referencing the table of weights, the SI for each printer pi, given a
print request from an application ui, is computed using the equation SI = S
(pi) + L (pi) + u (ti). For example, assume a user wants to print a color
photograph. Initially, the user configures their printing requirements via the
client application in the mobile terminal. This information is propagated to
the Decision Engine, as payload in a SIP INFO request message (see figure
3.3). The decision engine retrieves printer and location context from the local
database, aggregates the user preferences and executes the decision algorithm.
The algorithm consults the list of available printers and evaluates their SI,
returning the IP address of the printer with the largest SI value (see table 3.2
for an example).

Printing Point Services

A Printing Point Service (PPS) combines a software agent with a physical
connection to a printer (together also referred to as a Service Agent). This
software acts as an intermediary between users and printers and runs on a
computer connected to the printer. This computer is assumed to have network
connectivity with the various clients and the context broker. A PPS plays a
dual role: (1) it processes requests to print documents (from the users) and
(2) acquires and provides printer context to the context broker. The PPS
may support more than one network interface, a wide range of printers (either
network-attached printers, or printers directly connected to the SA), etc.

We have defined a simple communication protocol for negotiating with
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Table 3.1: List of parameters contributing to Suitability Index.

Location
Status

L(pi) Description

Distance
from PPS

1
di

di: distance of PPS in meters

Insufficient
RFID
reader data

0 No RFID footprint of the
user’s device on any of the
readers for the last 60 sec-
onds

User
preferences

U(ti) Description

Colour
Printout

ci =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0.5 (supported)

0 (not supported)
ci: Indicates colour printing

Resolution dres = 0.25 ·
adpi

rdpi
adpi: resolution of printer,
rdpi: requested resolution

Double-
sided
(duplex)
printing

dsi =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0.5 (supported)

0 (not supported)
True/False operation

Printer
Status

S(pi) Description

Busy 0.5
qi

qi: Number of pending print
jobs in the PPS

Idle 0 True/False operation

Offline
(permanent)

-1 Errors can be due to network
connection failure (PPS does
not respond to keepalive
requests), paper jam (com-
municated from the PPS in
status updates)

Offline
(temporary)

-0.5 Printer in PPS may require
user intervention to resume
printing (no paper, low ink/-
toner)
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Table 3.2: Example of calculated weights for printer, user, and location
context.

Printer 1 Printer 2

Context Weight Context Weight

S(pi): Printer status:
Busy (1 document Pend-
ing)

0.5 S(pi): Printer status: idle 1

L(pi): 15m from printer
(recorded 20 seconds ago)

0.066 L(pi): 30m from printer
(recorded 20 seconds ago)

0.033

u(ti): Printer supports
color, 1200 dpi resolution

0.65 u(ti): Printer black and
white, 2000 dpi resolution
(requested 2000dpi)

1

SI for printer 1 1.216 SI for printer 2 2.033

devices. In our architecture, we propose to use tight coupling between a
software agent and a printer (see figure 3.4). We believe that a single interface
to the printer enhances the role of the PPS as a gateway for providing print
services (e.g. it allows for policy-based control of printing and is more secure
than allowing open access to a printing resource).

Software Agent

Context Aggregator
PUBLISH

Print
Session

User Terminal
Print
Queue

push pop

OpenOffice
Document Renderer Windows native

spooler

Printer

USB

Ethernet

Bluetooth
Print
Request (document)

PJL, SNMP:
Status Updates

Print Request Service

Context Broker

Figure 3.4: Anatomy of a Printing Point Service Service Agent. Tight coupling
of printer and service agent allows for control of printing requests. In addition,
support of multiple interfaces allows for use of a wide range of printers.

In order to successfully support printer awareness, a service agent needs
to successfully retrieve static and real-time information from a printer (see
Section 2.2). In this study, we have used HP’s Printer Job Language (PJL)
to get static information about the printer [94]. PJL was developed in order
to support printer status reading from the printer to the host computer, and
has been adopted by all major printer manufacturers. In our system, static
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Table 3.3: Construction of an SLP message using information obtained
through PJL commands.

PJL
Command,
as issued from
Service Agent

Reply from the printer SLP Message

PJL INQUIRE
RESOLU-
TION

1200 URI:service:printer:lpr://192.168.1.12
Attributes:(printer-
model=LJ4M),(printer-
document-format-
supported=application/postscript),
(printer-color-supported=
false), (printer-resolution-
supported=1200)

PJL INFO ID LJ 4M

PJL INQUIRE
RENDER-
MODE

GREYSCALE

PJL INFO
LANGUAGES

POSTSCRIPT

information inquiries are only done during start-up of the SA. As soon as
the necessary information has been gathered, an SLP message is sent to the
context broker, informing it of the URI address of the service agent, as well
as the retrieved printer information as attributes (see table 3.3).

Although PJL has a status command, tests in our lab indicated that
some printers are slow to respond to PJL commands. However, response
time is a critical factor when retrieving printer status, therefore, in order
to collect real-time information, we make use of managed objects (defined
here as printer information resources). Such objects are stored inside a
Management Information Base (MIB). Inside each MIB the objects are
organised hierarchically and are accessed using a network management
protocol such as SNMP. The identity of each object is an object identifier.
RFC 3805 indicates that using a proper combination of information from
printer objects, leads to an accurate printer status inference [95]. We
distinguish between four printer states: busy, idle, alert, and offline. Alerts
(low toner and low paper) indicate that future print requests are likely to
generate error messages. An offline state conveys irreversible errors, requiring
human intervention (out of paper, jammed, paper tray open, and network
error).

The status is encoded in an XML document and periodically transmitted
to the context broker (see listing 3.2). The document is modelled after
the Printer Working Group (PWG) semantic model, with a collection of
documents extending the XML Schema and describing printer characteristics
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(The PWG schema is currently a candidate standard.) [96].

<xml v e r s i o n ="1.0"? >
<sa : s e rv i ceAgent xmlns : sa="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~ athkar /schema "

xmlns : x s i ="http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t a n c e "
x s i : schemaLocation=

" http ://www. i t . kth . se /~ athkar / schema/ se rv i c eAgent . xsd">
<sa : sipURI>s i p : l a se r j e t4000@192 .168.1 .12 </ sa : sipURI>

<sa : Pr in t e rDesc r ip t ion >
<sa : Pr in t e r In fo >Pr in t e r at the o f f i c e </sa : Pr in t e r In fo >
<sa : Pr interLocat ion >COS room 6340</ sa : Pr interLocat ion >

</sa : Pr in te rDesc r ip t i on >

<sa : Pr in t e rS tatus>Id le </sa : Pr in t e rS tatus>
<sa : FTPport>9999</ sa : FTPport>
<sa : BroadcastPort >4532</ sa : BroadcastPort >
<sa : CommunicationPort >1932</ sa : CommunicationPort>
<sa : FTPusername>de fau l t </sa : FTPusername>
<sa : FTPpassword>123</ sa : FTPpassword>

</sa : serv iceAgent >

Listing 3.2: Printer status generated by a Service Agent is sent encoded
in XML format to the context broker in a SIP PUBLISH message; using
a customized extension of the PWG Schema.

In addition to the printer’s status, information about the printer’s location
and name are transmitted, as well as the IP address of the PPS. Additional
information necessary for the communication between the mobile clients and
the PPS is appended. We chose to transmit this information in real-time,
because it is susceptible to change (for example, a SA might change its IP
address, the printer may be relocated, a new printer might replace an existing
printer, etc.). In many of these cases, a restart of the PPS is not required, as
the broker will be notified about the changes automatically.

The negotiation process for printing a document occurs between the device
and the software agent of the PPS, after the discovery phase, on a per-
request basis. Note that this process starts immediately after the user terminal
receives the IP address of an available PPS, from the Context Broker. For
this negotiation we implemented a simple UDP protocol5. After receiving an
IP address from the context broker (see Section 3.1), the client sends a UDP
request to print to the PPS. Based upon the relevant policies, the identity of
the user, the status of the printer, etc., the software agent chooses whether to
allow or deny the printing request.

If the request is allowed, the client starts an FTP session with the software

5Although TCP may seem as a better choice from UDP, since it guarantees a reliable
connection through lost packet retransmissions, we chose UDP due to an unstable TCP/IP
stack on the mobile clients. We compensated for the loss of reliability, by implementing
application-layer packet retransmissions, instead of handling those retransmission in the
network layer.
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agent. In order to reduce the complexity of this software agent, we did not
build in an FTP server into the PPS. Instead, a third party FTP server is
used. The application on the user’s terminal encapsulates the FTP session
with two UDP messages, signifying beginning and end of the FTP session. It
is important for the service agent to know when the FTP session began, in
case an FTP connection times out. Similarly, it is important to know when
the session ended, so that the document can be placed in the printing queue.

The printing queue of the software agent in the PPS is a first-in, first-out
(FIFO) queue: a process monitors the queue and while there are pending
jobs, it extracts the first job from the queue and sends it to the printer (see
figure 3.5). Note that in some cases, it is permissible to prioritize one job over
another based on criteria other than the time of arrival of the document.
Therefore, the queue includes a prioritize function, which is used by the
decision module.

UDP (print_complete)

UDP (queue_place=1)

UDP (queue_place=2)

FTP Session

UDP (print_allow)

UDP (queue_place=2)
getQueueStatus()

2 jobs left

push()

pop()

1 job left
pop()

no jobs left

no jobs left

pop()

Terminal

Printing Point Service

Service Agent Interface Windows Spooler

Figure 3.5: Printing process between a user terminal and the software agent
of a PPS.

Once a document is dequeued it is ready to be sent to the printer.
Note that contemporary printers generally expect Adobe’s Postscript, a page
description language [97]. In order to convert a file to this format (if
necessary), we use Open Office, an open source office suite, which can print
all major file formats (documents, spreadsheets, images, etc.). Therefore, the
document to be printed is sent to the corresponding open office application (i.e.
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there is a different application for spreadsheets, presentations and documents),
which in turn outputs the document in Postscript format.

The PPS makes use of printing profiles. These profiles correspond to
different settings for the same printer. Reconfigurable (tuneable) parameters
are the number of pages per sheet, number of copies of the document, printing
quality, colour printing (if supported), and others. The concept behind using
printing profiles is that they help to fine-tune the printing, thus enhancing the
user’s experience.

Profiles can be customized to specific users and are created by the service
agent, based on the feedback from the previous choices of each user. As future
work, we plan to show that in the long term, such profiles can accommodate
the printing preferences of the users, without users having to tweak their
printing preferences every time that they want to print something.

Location Sensors

As previously mentioned, we make use of Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) for locating users. RFID readers in proximity of the RFID tag can
read the tag and report having seen this tag to the context broker. Such
readers are strategically placed throughout the context-aware environment.

The TagMaster AB LR-6 readers we used for our proof of concept system
run an embedded version of the Linux operating system. We created our own
software to enable the reader to act as a context provider, i.e., the reader sends
a PUBLISH message to the context broker, containing the MAC address of the
mobile device. The reader locally stores an internal table of <tagID, MAC>
pairs, which is used to match authenticated tags against the MAC address of
the device they belong to. This mapping between tag number and device ID
is done locally on the TagMaster device in order to avoid transmitting the tag
ID, thus protecting the privacy of the users.

Mobile Application

A proof-of-concept application was written in C# for a Windows Mobile 2003
platform (for both PDAs and smartphones). It uses the Wi-Fi interface for
network connectivity to the service agents and the SIP proxy (in the case of
the subscription-based approach). Since printing is user triggered, the user is
responsible for starting the application, selecting a document, and waiting for
feedback from the system.

The application itself proactively adjusts to the user’s preferences. Initially
the user browses the filesystem of the mobile device and selects a file to print.
The application automatically makes a rudimentary match of the file to one of
three categories: Presentation, Document, or Photo. This match is currently
solely based on the file name extension. Later versions of the application
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should allow for recognition of the file type; for example, based on a file
header signature [98].

Depending on the category and the capabilities of the printer, different
printing options are available. For example when printing presentation slides,
the user selects how many slides per page he/she wants to print. There is
also an option for double-sided printing. For documents, additional options
are color printing, and a printing speed/quality adjustment. For pictures, the
user gets a preview of the picture he/she wants to print (the default choice in
this case is to print the picture using the highest quality settings, so there is
no adjustment for printing quality, as there is on the documents). All of these
categories include a number of copies setting.

The long-term objective is to minimize user input; therefore the application
stores a history of selected printing options, aggregating them into a dataset.
This implies that there is a training period, in order for the application to have
sufficient data. During this period the user is presented with all the printing
options. We found that the number of samples in the dataset required to reach
a statistically safe decision may vary depending on the user (see Section 3.4).

Using past behaviour and the category of the file to print, we apply
a probabilistic algorithm to make an informed decision about the printing
options to present to the user. The execution of this algorithm is triggered
every time the user requests to print. The execution of the algorithm starts
with checking of the user’s settings for previous print requests.

• Let print option o be the current print option a user selects.

• Let n be the number of previous requests.

• Let d the times option o was previously selected.

• The mobile application algorithm calculates the likelihood that the user
chooses option o for this request. Mathematically, this can be expressed
as the probability P (O) = d

n
.

On every iteration, the algorithm calculates P (O) for every printing
option, then classifies the options in order of previous occurrence. This step
also determines which options will be visible to the user: according to our
measurements, we have found that a minimum 90% (for selected options)
and a maximum 10% (for options never selected) of previous occurrences are
statistically safe thresholds for hiding these options. Options are presented to
the user in such a way so that the most likely options to be chosen are shown
in a more visually prominent position in the client’s application window (see
figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Options presented to the user from the client application when
printing a document: Each option Oi is presented in its own visual space
(i.e. a different "line") on the client window. When 0.9 > P (Oi) > 0.1, the
designated option is visible. Upon initial use of the application, all options
are visible (a). However after a period of use, it is possible that some options
are preselected automatically, depending on the frequency they are chosen by
the user (b). This limits the amount of input required, therefore accelerating
the printing process.

3.4 Evaluating the printing service

We conducted two independent series of measurements. The first series
evaluates results of a statistical study conducted of our system under real
operating conditions. These experiments were carried out in order to
parametrize the decision algorithm of the decision engine of the context
broker (Section 3.1) and the user terminal (Section 3.4). The second series of
measurements evaluates system performance.

Monitoring users

In order to properly monitor the system in real-world operating conditions,
we deployed a prototype in our lab (see figure 2) and monitored the system
for a period of five consecutive (working) days. In an effort to promote user
diversity (as it would occur in real-world situations), six different clients were
given access to the system, during working hours. In order to establish the
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efficiency of the decision algorithm of the context broker, we are measuring
the ratio of "true positive" versus the total number of print sessions. A true
positive result occurs when the decision algorithm works as expected, i.e. the
user is able to print to a printer best approximating a preset, prioritized set
of requirements (see Section 3.3).

Figure 3.7: Efficiency of the decision algorithm in the Context Broker.
Efficiency is determined by the percentage of correct results from the algorithm
(i.e. positive outcome)

Figure 3.7 illustrates the performance of the decision algorithm in a
histogram. The results are presented independently for each of 6 users
monitored, and represent the collective percentage of true positive occurrences
for the period of five days.

In all cases, the true positive occurrences are at least 80% of the total.
This 20% error margin is attributed to false parameter estimates due to
synchronization errors: some service agents did not report the current status
of the printer in time to the context broker. When evaluating the performance
of the decision algorithm in the user application, the question was how large
should the training set be for this algorithm, i.e. how many print sessions
are required a priori, in order for the algorithm to generate statistically safe
decisions.

Figure 3.8 illustrates an experiment in which we executed the decision
algorithm for every client, with a different dataset size each time. In this case,
a true positive result indicates that all desired options were visible to the user
beforehand (i.e. the user did not have to push the "change" button as seen
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Figure 3.8: Determining the optimal dataset size for statistically safe decisions.

in figure 7). Overall we conducted 8 different measurements, with an increase
in 5 print sessions per step. The results indicated a large improvement for
a dataset size up to 35 (which corresponds to an approximate 83.8% average
of true positive occurrences). After this point, the gains are not substantial
enough to justify a further increase in the number of samples; therefore the
default size was set to 35. It is important to note that in these empirical
measurements, we are not concerned about absolute values, but rather simply
observing trends in user behaviour.

Measuring the performance of the Context Broker

We have conducted a series of measurements concerning various aspects
of performance of the context broker, the centrepiece of this system’s
architecture. In the first series of measurements we monitor the average
response time, from when an incoming SIP INFO message is received, until
the response is sent in another INFO message. Note that this value is also
influenced by external factors such as printer availability, user preferences,
and location (in these measurements the propagation delay over the carrier
network is not taken under account, since we assume that there is sufficient
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capacity to serve all the requests). In practical terms this is an important
measurement because it indicates how long the user has to wait in order to
access a printer. In a typical working environment, prompt handling of print
requests is vital.

Figure 3.9: This scatter plot shows response times for print requests made by
users to the Context Broker for all 5 days of our experiment.

In general, we found that the demand was higher during working hours
(typically in the middle of a day), and that the response times were between
approximately 0.5 and 0.8 seconds (see figure 3.9). This can be interpreted as
a positive outcome, since there were no prominent delays observed.

For the second series of performance measurements we subjected the
system to a number of stress tests. This helped to identify the thresholds
of stable operation. This would be important if the system were deployed
on a large-scale, with many resources and users. This testing focused on
the context aggregation module (see Section 3.1). In particular we wanted
to learn the maximum frequency of PUBLISH messages that this module is
able to accept and successfully store the updated presence information in the
database. In order to provide data for this test, we created a virtual RFID
reader (i.e. software which emulates the outgoing interface of an RFID reader
similar to the one we used), which sends PUBLISH updates to the presence
server at a programmable rate.

Figure 3.10 illustrates the error rate observed for a given frequency of
incoming PUBLISH updates. Beyond 400 messages/sec, we observe a gradual
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Figure 3.10: This plot showing the percentage of discarded PUBLISH
messages from the CB, depending on the volume of incoming messages.

increase in the error rate, which is very prominent beyond 1200 messages/sec.
This means that our CB in its present form can sustain up to 400 presence
user agents (assuming that these agents send periodic updates every second);
larger systems will have to distribute the handling of PUBLISH messages over
multiple CBs.

3.5 Remarks

This Chapter presents a mobile printing solution for workspace environments,
which is the first practical example of using the context aware framework
implemented for this dissertation (see Chapter 2). In the context of this
printing service, this framework handles print requests from mobile devices
by choosing printers that are most suitable for serving each request. The
criteria for this choice are not only based on user context (in this case, the
relative distance of the user from each of the printers), but also on each
printer’s current status and capabilities. To overcome the problem of printer
software support on mobile devices, we implemented software agents that
act as mediators between a printer and a mobile device, and presented a
protocol for mobile devices to communicate with those agents. The mobile
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application features an adaptive user interface, based on the users’ application
usage history.

Our proposed solution takes advantage of existing hardware resources and
protocols, and is therefore immediately applicable to many environments. The
system was exposed for public use and we measured various performance
aspects. Based on the measurement results, we were able to draw some
meaningful conclusions which influenced later versions of the context-aware
framework.



Αι δεύτεραι πως φροντίδες
σοφώτεραι.
Ευριπίδης, 480 - 306 π.χ.

Second thoughts are -in most
cases- wiser.

Euripides, 480-306 BC.Chapter 4

Using Social Context for
Providing Personalized
Access to Web Content

Similar to Chapter 3, this Chapter presents another context-aware application
based on the system initially presented in Chapter 2 [4]. Unlike the mobile
printing application presented in Chapter 3 that was based on location
context and was intended for deployment in controlled environments such as
corporate buildings or university campuses, this application takes advantage
of the contemporary trends of increased interest in online social media, and
considers any information users post online as potential context. The Context
Broker (see Chapter 2.3) aggregates and classifies this information into user
profiles. Subsequently, these user profiles are used from the Context Broker
to determine which Web content is relevant to every user’s interests. This
content is then presented to the users’s mobile devices via a context-aware
application.

This Chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 discusses the motivation
for implementing this scenario, while Section 4.2 provides previous relevant
work. Section 4.3 describes the architecture and implementation details of the
system. Section 4.4 presents measurements and evaluation results. Finally,
Section 4.5 outlines the experiences gained as well as contributions of this
applications and suggests future directions.

4.1 Motivation

The use of social networks has increased in recent times. Various empirical-
based measurement studies indicate that not only are more people joining
these communities, but there is an increase in the average amount of time
spent in interacting with these communities [99]. This increase in the number
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of users has helped aggregate value to social networks; mainly due to the
network effects, i.e. value increases, as the numbers of users increase.

Realizing the value of the ever-increasing user-base, companies behind
social networks in collaboration with content providers1 are trying to leverage
these strong demographics by providing personalized services to their sub-
scribers, which not only render social networks more attractive to other users,
but they can potentially be a source of revenue [100].

Currently, personalized content services from social networks use personal
context superficially. One category of services requires user intervention in
order to function; for example, profile page customization and installation
of third-party applications. Some networks also provide content based on
proactive recommendations. The criteria for content selection are typically
direct matches of personal context to the content target requirements.
Examples include location and age aware advertising services, new contact
suggestion based on the current network of contacts and a birthday reminder
service.

In order to survive the competition and due to privacy concerns, popular
social networks do not support sharing of personal context between them, and
therefore prohibit the use of aggregated information which could be used to
provide better personalized services. The usefulness of aggregated information
is accentuated by the results of statistical studies showing that typically users
join multiple networks and submit different information to each [101].

In this study, we describe a system that aggregates information from
multiple social networks (Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn) to provide
personalized content to end users through Web feeds. We implemented and
exposed the system for public use for a 6-month period and measured the
performance and perceived quality.

4.2 Related Work

In this study, we use ontologies to model personal context. Advances
in semantic web representation technology have facilitated the process of
modelling personal data efficiently. A combination of schemas based on the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) can be used to accurately represent
users and their relationships in social networks [102] [103]. In order to
accommodate information from different sources, we extend these RDF
schemas with custom namespaces (see Context Sources under Section 4.3).

1In this study, we define content providers as third party entities (companies, teams
of people, or individuals) willing to provide services to interested users. Note that we do
not make a distinction as to the form of services provided - thus grouping all such service
providers under the same term. The reader should also note that the terms service and
application are used interchangeably, to indicate social services for users, built on top of
social networks.
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Contemporary Web feed providers such as Google News [104], Yahoo [105],
and BBC [106] provide the current state-of-the-art in personalised content by
aggregating feeds from various sources (i.e. Web sites) and letting the users
choose the content they are interested in. However, this choice is limited to
generic categories (e.g. News, Sports, Entertainment, etc.) which describe
thematic areas of Web feed sources and not the content of individual feeds.
The result is that Web feed content may not be sufficiently described and
matched against user preferences.

One solution is to use Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms for
automated text classification. However, due to inherent ambiguity, classifying
documents in natural language is difficult without any prior domain knowledge
[107]. Therefore, only systems offering personalized content for specific
domains such as email [108] and multimedia [109] are sufficiently accurate
in their predictions. In these cases, both the vocabulary and the syntax of the
content follow formalized rules, making them easier to classify.

In this system, we are not limiting the provided content to a specific
domain, therefore we delegate the task of tagging the content properly to
the content providers. Our solution follows the findings of Kurki et al. who
have identified the importance of the role of professional editors, who are
responsible for creating and properly tagging their content, as well as the
role of automated software agents, which perform user profiling, document
matching and delivery [110].

4.3 System Architecture

In Chapter 3 (see also [3]) we described our implementation of a system for
maintaining user subscriptions to a printing service. This system retrieves
context and allocates available printing resources to incoming user requests:
In this study, we have adapted the original design to add new functionality:
instead of printing resources, we now have internet website content (see
figure 4.1). SIP/SIMPLE [111] is used as the protocol for subscription and
notification. The rest of this Section further describes the technical details of
the four system components.

Context Sources

In this paper we introduce as a Context Source software that is responsible
for mining personal context from social networks and sending this information
to the context broker. For our study, we chose to retrieve information from
three popular social networks (see table 4.1). Our measurements have verified
that the user information contained in these networks is complementary and
not redundant [4]: as each network specializes in distinct social activities,
users tend to store different information in each one. In cases where we
found similarities, we have chosen to use only the information included in
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Figure 4.1: The four components of the system. Context sources publish user
profiles to the context broker and content providers provide updated content
using RSS feeds (see see Service Agents under Section 4.3). Users subscribe
to the context broker (see Service Agents and User Application under Section
4.3) . This broker runs a matching algorithm (see Matching User Context with
Web Feeds under Context Broker in Section 4.3) in order to establish whether
a users’s profile information matches any of the offered content. In the event
of a match, the user’s application gets a notification with the content data
that matches their interest.

the Facebook profile since our measurements have indicated that profiles on
this network were in general more complete.

A software entity we call a Context Aggregator (CA) coordinates requests
for user context using a timeout counter (see figure 4.2a). Whenever the
counter expires, the CA issues a new request towards the three networks in
order to retrieve any available information for this specific user. Once all
three responses are received, the CA compares the user information contained
in these responses, with the information retrieved from previous requests (note
that the CA has sufficient volatile storage to store user context from several
previous requests). If the CA determines the existence of new information
about the current user, it integrates all the received information into a single
data stream, which is sent as payload in a PUBLISH message to the Context
Broker (see Context Broker in Section 4.3). The reader should note that the
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Table 4.1: Retrieved user context from social networks.

Social Network Personal Information User relationships

Facebook Given name, birthday, sex, cur-
rent location, status message,
religion, political views, activi-
ties, hobbies (interests, tv shows,
movies, books).

Groups and networks
membership, event
attendance, list of friends.

MySpace Given name, age, location,
mood, users’s music and video

List of friends

LinkedIN Given name, work experience,
education

Groups and associations,
recommendations, connec-
tions

CA does not do any transformations on the retrieved data which is transmitted
as received to the Context Broker (see figure 4.2b).
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of context sources (a), and an example of user
information transmitted as payload to PUBLISH messages (b). The only
information added by the CA are the beginning and ending tags indicating
the the source of the data.

Service Agents

The Service Agent concept, first presented in Chapter 2 (see also Chapter 3
and [3] for alternative use of Service Agents), relates to entities that provide
services to users. In the scope of this study, a service agent can be likened to
a Content Provider (CP). A CP is an on-line service providing public content
by syndicating one or more web feeds: this way, users can subscribe to the
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feeds they want, and receive new information as it becomes available. For
this study we will be using Really Simple Syndication (RSS), one of the most
popular formats for feed distribution [112]. RSS allows for configuration of
each item in the feed, by including one or more category tags, therefore the CP
can describe the feed with high precision. For our system we have manually
chosen a number of different websites already providing RSS feed coverages.
The choice criteria for these sites were thematic diversity and daily activity.
Another prerequisite was that the website should tag their RSS content with
the thematic category/categories that the content refers to (i.e. location,
news, work, entertainment - and more specific description such as media type,
industry, social activiies etc). Web feeds are sent to the Context Broker, which
also subscribes to news feeds from content providers.

Context Broker

The Context Broker (CB) is responsible (a) for receiving raw user context
from context aggregators and transforming this context to machine-readable
user profiles using ontologies, (b) retrieving and storing web feeds from content
providers, (c) matching user profiles against web feeds, and (d) notifying users
of feeds that may be of interest to them. This software solution is based on
the OpenSIPS SIP Server [113] with custom software extensions (modules)
that provide the desired functionality (see figure 4.3). The rest of this Section
describes each module separately.
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Figure 4.3: Modules of the context broker.
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Receiving, Processing and Storing User Context and Web Feed
Content.

Personal context is received from the CB as the payload of PUBLISH requests.
We implemented a context transformation engine to transcode user context
from a raw format (see Service Agents under Section 4.3) into machine
readable ontologies. The context transformation cycle follows the process
illustrated in figure 4.2(see also Context Sources under Section 4.3): Initially,
raw context information is segmented and stored into three arrays, one per
social network. Subsequently, these arrays are used as input to information
extractors. These extractors create XML documents of personal context based
on formalized descriptions, or vocabularies. For the purposes of this study we
are using the Friend-of-a-Friend vocabulary (FOAF) [114].

A FOAF document describes a user’s personal context to a network and
is identified by a unique Universal Resource Identifier (URI). It is possible to
link all multiple FOAF documents together in case a user maintains accounts
in multiple networks (see Appendix B).

Although FOAF provides a generalized description of a user’s personal
context, we have found cases where the vocabulary is insufficient to describe
this context. For example, although the original FOAF specification has
defined properties describing a person’s place of work (foaf:workInfoHomepage
and foaf:workplaceHomepage), it cannot match the depth of information
received from LinkedIN (see also figure 2). For this reason, we extended
the existing FOAF vocabulary to include more detailed descriptions of
personal context. We defined two new schemas based on RDF: namely
businessBackground and mediaFiles. The combination of these schemas
together with FOAF allow for a complete description of personal context.
The resulting document is a user profile [4].

After the user profile is compiled, the transformation engine attempts
to deduce general user interests by combining context from the document
with Web directories. The rationale behind this processing is to attempt to
match the user’s interests to the general content categories defined by content
providers. This will later simplify the decision making process (see Matching
User Context with Web Feeds under Section 4.2):

• Extracting location-based information using Google Maps API: Personal
context typically includes information about the user’s current location.
However, we have found out that different users tend to specify their
location differently. For example, the city name Athens, Aten, Athinai,
and Aθηνα all refer to the same capital city of Greece. Other users may
be more specific and specify a specific neighbourhood of the city, street
name, etc. Instead of providing a fuzzy view of the user’s location,
we use the provided information as an argument to queries to the
Google Maps database using the Google Maps API [115] which returns
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geographical coordinates (latitute and longtitude). This information is
used to compute relative distances (see "Matching User Context with
Web Feeds" under Section 4.3). Measuring the efficiency of this process,
we have found out that Google Maps is reliable, in spite of the variety
of location entries that actually appeared [4].

• Extracting genres from movies using information stored in the Internet
Movie Database (IMDB): We have used the IMDB PHP library of
functions to write software which queries IMDB about movie genre. As
per previous, this software supports partial matching of movie titles to
genres, which helped maintain true positive matchings at a relatively
high percentage [4].

Data is retrieved from the web via HTTP requests. In the event of a
positive match, the new data is written to the document replacing the original
resource. The final document is stored inside a local user context database.
If a prior document for a user already exists, it is overwritten by the new
one. Interested readers can see examples of user profiles before and after
post-processing at [116].

Similar to the context transformation engine, we implemented software for
Web feed subscription and reception (i.e. RSS module), which subscribes to,
and receives Web feeds from content providers using the RSS protocol (see
Service Agents under Section 4.3). These feeds are temporarily saved into a
local database, to be retrieved later, by the Decision Algorithm. The RSS
module also augments the received information using HTTP requests so that
location-based entries are converted to geographical coordinates and movie
reviews are tagged with genre information if they are not already tagged.

Matching User Context with Web Feeds

The decision algorithm module is responsible for matching any web feeds
stored in the content database, with user profiles stored in the user context
database. An incoming SIP INFO message informs the module that a new
feed is stored in the content database (see figure 4.3). The module retrieves
the feed and all the user profiles stored in the context database. The algorithm
calculates possible alignments for every <user profile, new Web feed> ontology
pair. For every true positive alignment, the Web feed is forwarded to the user
presence control module. Our formalization for the matching algorithm is
based on the work of Shvaiko et al. [117]. We adopt the following symbolism:

• Let w symbolize the ontology used to describe an incoming web feed.
Also, let U ={u1,...,un}: n ∈ N the set of ontologies stored in the user
context database (here n is the total number of ontologies). The input of
the algorithm in this case is all the pairs of combinations < ux, w > ∀x ∈

{1,...,n}
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Table 4.2: Categorization of keywords for matching web feeds against user context.

General Cate-
gory Descrip-
tion (A1 =
0.2)

Sub-Category
Description (A2 = 0.4)

Specialization
Description (A3 = 0.1)

Direct
match
(A4 = 0.3)

News Politics, Technology, Social
and Lifestyle, Travel, Fi-
nancial, Business

Location, Author/Editor,
Industry (i.e. Technology,
Lifestyle etc). Syntax

matching
Entertainment Movies, Songs, TV Series Genre, Artist or Director

Work General company news,
Meeting announcements,
CEO letter

Department or work-
group, Author

Hobbies Skydiving, surfing Location proximity

• Ai is a degree of likelihood two ontologies match. It is expressed in a
normalized scale [0, 1] where 1 means absolute similarity. Positive results
are those where Ai ≥ Cm, where Cm is a confidence measure for true
positive alignments indicating an acceptable match. In this case, the
Web feed can be forwarded to the user application (see User Application
under Section 4.3). From empirical measurements we have concluded to
use a Cm value of 0.6.

The comparison is based on a predefined table of taxonomized categories
based on the nature of the content. Matching is conducted on different levels,
from general to more specific content. Each layer aggregates larger values to
the final alignment. An exact matching, means that the item being offered is
the same as the one the user is interested in (for example, a Web feed about
a movie review of one of the user’s favourite movies), yielding an alignment
value of 1. We obtained a list of content categories from the Open Directory
Project [118]. Table 4.2 illustrates the 4-layer categorization approach for this
project. Each keyword is assigned an alignment weight. General category
keywords have the lowest alignment weight. The alignment weight is higher
when a keyword matches an entry in the user context more closely. The
highest alignment level is achieved when an item in the content description
syntactically matches a user entry in the context document (i.e., a direct
match). Note that keywords shown here do not represent the full set of
keywords used for this project; the full set can be found in Appendix B.

As an example, consider a situation where two user profiles are stored in
the context database. Additionally, consider an incoming web feed from the
RSS feed subscription and reception module. All of this content is shown in
table 4.3. Based on this information, new incoming content from the web
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Table 4.3: User profiles for users A and B and content of an RSS feed, including
geographical coordinates and movie genre information retrieved from Google Maps
and IMDB respectively.

User A User B Incoming Web Feed

Interests: entertainment,
movies Gone With the
Wind Genre: drama,
romance, war Location:
37.97918, 23.716647

Interests: news, lifestyle
Location: 51.500152,-
0.126236

Title: London Film Festi-
val: The awards Category:
News, Social-lifestyle, En-
tertainment, Movies Loca-
tion: 51.503441,-0.117394

feed triggers execution of the decision algorithm. The algorithm calculates
alignments for user A and user B. For user A, the closest match is the category
of the web feed with the interests of the user. The user’s location is too far from
the event described on the web feed (the relative distance being around 2394
km). For user B however, the locations match since the address of the event is
only 714 m from the user B’s given location. Additionally since the web feed is
also tagged as a social event, it matches user B’s socializing interests, leading
altogether to a better match than user A: According to table 4.3, alignment
for user A is calculated to be 0.6 and for user B 0.7, meaning that both feeds
will be relayed to the users. Greater alignment values play a role in the user
application space, where we have implemented web feed prioritization (see
User Application under Section 4.3).

Processing User Subscriptions and Notifying the User of New
Feeds

The user presence control module uses the SIP/SIMPLE protocol to accept
user subscriptions and notify the users of new web feeds relayed by the decision
algorithm (see Monitoring User Context with Web Feeds under Section 4.3).
A user application (see User Application under Section 4.3) initially sends
a SUBSCRIBE request with event header feedinfo and receives NOTIFY
requests whenever an incoming relevant news item is available. Applications
have to send SUBSCRIBE requests periodically in order to keep the session
alive. The NOTIFY message contains an RSS document with a description
of the file and a link to the origin (i.e. the content provider’s website). It
also contains an alignment value which is useful to the user application for
prioritizing feeds (see see User Application under Section 4.3).

User Application

We have implemented a user application for Apple’s iOS platform2. The

2 This was previously known as Apple’s iPhone operating system.
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application allows a user to subscribe to the feedinfo service (see Processing
User Subscriptions under Section 4.3), and to receive incoming notifications
(see figure 4.4a). The items can be displayed on order of arrival (the newest
one listed on top), or by relevance (see figure 4.4b). When evaluating the
relevance of a notification, the user application compares the alignment values
of each item, so that items with larger values are listed higher than those
with lower alignment. When selecting an item on the list, the application
automatically opens a new web browser window containing the webpage of
the content provider who publishes the feed (see figure 4.4c).

The application also includes a user feedback form, where the user is able
to submit their empirical evaluation of the system’s performance (see figure
4.4d). The results of each evaluation are sent through the application to a
separate server which stores the data for later processing. The form asks a
series of questions with the answers based on a semantic scale from 1 to 5,
where larger values signify a more positive experience.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.4: Screenshots of the user application: Incoming feeds (a),
Configuration (b), Example content (c) and Feedback (d).

4.4 Measurements

Introduction

In order to evaluate our approach, we operated the system during a 6-month
period from February 2009 until July 2009. Any user with an internet access;
one or more active profiles on Facebook, LinkedIN, and MySpace; and an iOS
based mobile device could join. During this period, a total of 462 unique
users used the system. All participants gave their permission to allow the
system to access their personal information stored in social network profiles
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to be used for anonymous statistical analysis. We measured aspects of system
performance, as well as the perceived user experience.

In an earlier study, we conducted some early performance measurements
based on qualitative (true positive user experience) as well as quantitative
(response time, context update requests per minute) metrics by exposing the
system to use in a local academic environment (see the mobile printing scenario
in Chapter 3 and [3]). In this study, we have extended the evaluation to a
broader internet user base and focused on long-term system behaviour. The
Context Broker software (see Context Broker under Section 4.3), was installed
on a Dell PowerEdge 2850 server with two dual core Intel Xeon CPU 2.8GHz
processors and approximately 2 GB of RAM. The server was also equipped
with dual 1 Gbps network interfaces (with one interface connected to the
Internet).

In order to gather real-time data about the system’s usage, we have
implemented a monitoring infrastructure. A monitoring server is an entity
containing a database coupled with a matrix transformation engine. Both
the CB (see Context Broker under Section 4.3) and the user applications (see
User Application under Section 4.3) insert data directly into this database.
The matrix transformation engine is a C++ program which polls the database
every one hour and retrieves the stored data. Then, using the GNU Awk text
preprocessor [119], it generates a series of trace files than can be imported into
Matlab [120]. A set of functions in Matlab produce a series of plots based on
the retrieved data.

It has been stated that a successful system evaluation is directly related
to the accuracy and relevance of performance requirements outlined during
system design [121]. A generalized architectural perspective on system
performance and scalability is presented in [122]. We build on this perspective
to create a custom set of requirements as part of a performance testing
profile for this system. This performance testing profile also includes a set of
metrics which translate the requirements into measurable system parameters.
Similarly, we define a user experience testing profile as the set of requirements
and metrics which outline the perceived value of the system from a user’s
standpoint. Previous attempts to formalize a usability study have resulted in
choosing metrics based on the data types, then using appropriate statistical
procedures to visualize the results [123]. We use the same principle to evaluate
system use both in terms of short-term request handling, and longer-term
utilization. The performance testing profile includes metrics for measuring
the system’s performance as well as calibrating various parameters of the
system to acceptable values (see Performance Testing Profile under Section
4.4). The user experience profile includes metrics that measure the perceived
user experience and indirectly estimate the value of the system (see Experience
Testing Profile under Section 4.4).
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Performance Testing Profile

Propagation Delay

Figure 4.5: System response time during a measurement period of 6 months.

The propagation delay metric measures the delay for a web feed item to
propagate from the content provider, to an eligible active subscriber (including
any network propagation delays, the time spent in storing the query into the
content database, as well as the computation time of the decision algorithm).
The decision algorithm has to match the feed item against each user’s context
document, so it is interesting to see the relation between the propagation delay
and the number of users. Figure 4.5 shows the results using datasets retrieved
towards the end of each month of system’s utilization, starting from February
2009.

We observe that the propagation delay increases as the number of users
increases. This occurs because the algorithm has to match a larger number of
user context documents with a feed item. This performance could be improved
by prioritizing the computation such that the content algorithm computes the
feed alignment for active subscribers, as the computation of the alignment for
the off-line users can take place at a later time, when the system utilization
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Figure 4.6: After measuring the propagation delay for feed items to reach
users, the decision module was reconfigured to use prioritization and took
the same measurements on the next day of each month: Limiting alignment
computation to active subscribers reduces the computational load on the
decision algorithm. Note that in our measurements we have observed a
relatively steady number of active subscribers, ranging from 12 to 23 users.

is low. When using this optimization, we have observed a great reduction in
propagation delay, since the number of active subscribers at the time of the
measurements was much less then the number of total subscribers (see figure
4.6).

Precision of Web-Based Categorization Sources and APIs

As previously stated, the decision algorithm uses World-Wide-Web directories
in order to categorize user context (see Matching User Context with Web Feeds
in Section 4.3). More specifically, we have been using Google Maps in order
to geocode a user’s current location as found in a context document. In
addition to using Google Maps, we also considered using Wikipedia, a free
online encyclopaedia, which frequently lists the geographical coordinates of
places described in an entry and supports redirection of fuzzy descriptions as
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well.
After the 6-month monitoring period ended, we subjected the user location

contained in 398 of the 462 user context documents to geocoding via Google
Maps and Wikipedia (Note only 398 users’ context included a location).
We found that Google Maps lead to a higher percentage of matches than
Wikipedia (see figure 4.7); this means that more of the locations could
be geocoded by Google Maps. Additionally, retrieving information from
Wikipedia had a higher delay than Google Maps. Retrieving coordinates for
a place via Google Maps is a simple function call, whereas in Wikipedia, a
special script has to issue an HTTP GET to get the document, then parse it
until it finds where the coordinates are hardcoded and extract them.
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Figure 4.7: These figures illustrate probability of matching a user’s geographic
location (upper figure) and categorizing a specific movie by genre (lower
figure). The providers of these services are third-party websites out of the
control of the context aware system. Although all these providers serve large
number of concurrent requests, the content of the responses and the response
times for these requests cannot be guaranteed. If a request times out, then
the system indicates that the provider did not supply a correct response.

Similarly to evaluating geocoding of locations, we have measured the
efficiency of the IMDB database in categorizing movies by genre (note that
only 264 of the 462 profiles contained movie-related information). We have
also evaluated the allmovie guide as an alternative source, but did not get
satisfactory results when using it (see figure 4.7).

The conclusion is that for categorizing both movies and location we used
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reliable tools that helped tag the user context correctly, eventually helping
the decision algorithm to make better matchings of the context against feed
items. However, the lack of a common description format between these web
directories is a concern, since for each different directory, we had to implement
a different tool to retrieve information.

Measuring the Degree of Profile Differentiation Between Users

As previously stated, the social networks were chosen because of their focus on
different social aspects). Our measurements on the retrieved user profiles have
validated the fact that although users may - up to a degree - enter the same
information in all three networks, they prefer to distribute this information
based on each network’s distinct focus - even if this means they have to create
multiple accounts to complement their on-line social footprint (see figure 4.8).

Differentiation of user profiles in social networks
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Figure 4.8: Degree of content differentiation between Facebook, LinkedIN,
and MySpace profiles. Note that only 334 of 462 users had accounts in all
three networks

Experience Testing Profile

Perceived User Experience

We measure perceived user experience through user feedback submitted from
the user application (see User Application under Section 4.3). Prior to using
the system, users were asked to install this application on their mobile devices
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Figure 4.9: These figures illustrate the overall results of the user satisfaction
survey.

and input their social profile credentials in order for the system to be able
to access their personal context. This information was transmitted from the
device to the system, which subsequently provided users with personalized
Web feeds. As previously described, the system would update the list of Web
feeds dynamically in case the user changed information on his/her personal
profile which affected the relevance of the links, or when new incoming relevant
links were provided from content providers.

At the end of the test-run period, each user was able to submit an
evaluation of the system via the client application (see User Application under
Section 4.3). In total, 460 out of 462 users participated in the survey. The
users were asked to rate overall satisfaction of using the system, which includes
quality of the provided feeds (i.e. if the feeds were interesting to the users),
the update rate of the Web feeds, as well as the time it took for the system to
adapt to changes in the personal context (for example, when a user entered
information that he has relocated to a new hometown, or added a movie to
his/her list of favourite films). The results illustrated in figure 4.9 clearly show
a general satisfaction with the system’s performance.

In addition to general user experience, we measured the system’s efficiency.
Each measurement in this category was conducted per item feed, and could fall
into one of the following three categories: true/positive, if the user was able to
access the content initially described in the feed item list (see User Application
in Section 4.3); false/positive if the user was able to access the content, but
the content did not match the description or what he/she expected; and
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false/negative if the user was not able to access the content due to some
server error (see figure 4.10).

93%

6%1%

System efficiency: Quality of feed links

true/positive
false/positive
false/negative

Figure 4.10: Received user feedback about the links contained in the received
web feed items.

When examining the results, we observe that the overwhelming majority
of users have reported true/positive results. However, there are some cases
where users have reported a false/positive result. The false/negative results,
attributed to an error on the content provider side (e.g. a malformed link in the
feed item, an error on the content provider web server, etc.) are negligible. We
have isolated the cases of the false/positive results in order to find the cause.
As stated before, a false/positive result is the outcome of a user’s judgement
on whether a feed item link does not point to the user expected to receive.
Although there is a degree of subjectiveness of opinion involved in deciding
whether a feed item yields a false/positive result, we have found out that some
content providers consistently contributed to false/positive results by tagging
their content incorrectly.

4.5 Remarks

We have presented a system for retrieving user context from social networks,
then using this context together with other web resources to create user
profiles. These user profiles allow the system to match incoming feeds from
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content providers with a users’s personal interests, and suggest relevant
content to users. The novelty of our approach lies in the lack of user
intervention, as automated content offerings have both time and cost benefits
for content providers and users alike: Content providers do not have to search
for target audiences and users do not have to search for content themselves.

By subjecting the system to public use we have shown that it is possible to
achieve high user satisfaction using relatively limited context information and
simple matching procedures. Additionally, performance measurements helped
identify weaknesses and optimize system performance. A number of future
directions to improve this service can include:

• Take advantage of social relations (i.e. friends), to further reinforce user
profiles with inferred context. The FOAF ontology we are currently
using is able to describe user relationships with friends and although we
include these friends in context documents, we have not exploited this
resource to its full potential.

• Auto-indexing of RSS feeds (see Service Agents under Section 3.2), will
shift the responsibility for tagging content from the content providers to
our system, thus removing the requirements for the providers to tag their
own content. This arguably makes the system more appealing to content
providers, and might help reduce the number of cases of incorrect tags
leading to false/positive results (see Perceived User Experience under
Experience Testing Profile in Section 4.4).

• Utilize Web crawling to search for the user’s internet footprint beyond
the predefined social networks. This should be useful as increased user
context leads to a more accurate description of the user in the context
document.





Δεί τά μέλλοντα τοίς
γεγενημένοις τεκμαίρεσθαι.
Ισοκράτης, 436 - 338 π.χ.

Insight into future events is based
on what happened in the past.

Isocrates, 436-388 BC.Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Features and design challenges

This dissertation has presented an adaptive context-aware framework, to sup-
port context-aware applications of varying functionality. In this framework,
a centralized entity known as the context broker plays an integral role, as it
acts as a mediator between context-aware applications requesting access to
services and Service Agents, entities which provide these services. Some of
the features that this framework supports are:

• Simple protocols and a variety of supported network interfaces from
the context-aware framework (i.e. Ethernet, Bluetooth, and WiFi) ,
allow support for mobile devices of varying form-factor and connectivity
capabilities.

• Dynamic service management via the Service Location Protocol: sup-
port for incorporating new services after bootstrapping, and for temporal
presence of services together with fail and recovery scenarios.

• Service access authorization for mobile devices, based on SIP/SIMPLE
subscription protocol.

• Support for different types of sensor context, from raw to structured
format.

• An algorithm stub together with support services, as presented in
Chapter 2, for context-based, service selection.

To prove the suitability of this framework for supporting context-aware
services, two applications were implemented:

• A mobile printing service for controlled environments, with contextual
knowledge of the user’s location as well as the capabilities and current
status of the printers located in the area. A decision algorithm makes
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a context-backed informed decision on to which printer to relay an
incoming request, based on the location of the mobile device which
initiated this request, and the requirements of the document to print,
versus the capabilities of the printer.

• A scenario for providing personal content from the web to users based
on their online social footprint (i.e. information about these users mined
from social networking websites).

The context aware framework provided the foundation upon which these
applications were built. During the time of implementation, certain aspects of
the architecture of this framework were redesigned in order to accommodate
the requirements set by the current application. The final form of the
architecture as presented in Chapter 2, is a result of revisions made during
implementation of both applications. The revisions concerned the following
areas:

• Adapting to each application’s context requirements meant that the
Context Logistics Module (see figure 2.2) had to be extended for every
new application, in order to support new context. Initially the collection
of context was decoupled from the functions of the context broker (i.e.
existing as a separate software entity) - for example in the mobile
printing scenario presented in Chapter 3. However, we observed that
such design caused synchronization issues between reception of context
and relay of this context to the context broker. Integration of context
reception entities into the context broker as a Context Logistics Module
solved this issue (see also Context Broker in Section 2.3).

• The decision algorithm which is used to make informed decisions for
allowing access of users to services is specific for each application not
only because of the different nature of context that each application
supports, but also for the way the alignment value is used (see Context
Broker under Section 2.3). For example, in the mobile printing scenario
(see Chapter 3), for a given print request, the algorithm chooses the
printer which returns the greatest alignment value. However, in the case
of the social context application presented in Chapter 4, the algorithm
chooses all web feeds returning an alignment value greater than a given
threshold. Therefore, although the principle of context matching to
compute alignment values is always the same, how this alignment value
is interpreted is specific to each application.

5.2 Contributions

This purpose of this dissertation was to explore the area of contemporary
context-aware services and in particular the category of personalized services.
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As consumers become aware of their individuality, this category of services
is becoming increasingly relevant in today’s marketplace [124]. Systems and
services that can leverage contemporary consumer trends towards individual-
ity in a cost-effective way are invaluable [125]. Therefore, on a broad scope,
this dissertation shows that personalized services can be realized with current
technology, using free software and off-the-self, low cost hardware components.
For this reason, this dissertation takes a rather unorthodox approach when
assessing the value of the proposed services - in the sense that the research
described here was not confined within a research laboratory, but was exposed
for public use and critique. Large number of participants and extensive
feedback was received from the general public, especially for the social context
application [4], show that our approach is both viable and relevant.

From a systems design perspective, the abstract design concepts described
in Chapter 2 allowed the architecture to adapt to different scenarios with
minor changes (see previous Section on design challenges). Of particular
interest is the concept of decentralized provision of services, according to which
the central entity (Context Broker) is not responsible for providing services,
but only mediating access of mobile applications to distributed entities that
provide services. In addition, dynamic resource control allows for real-time
monitoring of available resources and shows that it is possible to add/remove
services to the system in real-time.

A number of smaller, technical contributions were also made. These
include:

• A protocol for mobile device printing, based on the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) [126] and software agents mediating access between the
device requesting to print and the printer.

• Variations of a weight-based decision algorithm for making informed
decisions on whether to grant access to a service, or which services to
grant access to.

• On a context-description level, a vocabulary - extension to well-defined,
popular ontologies, which is able to uniformly describe the online profile
of a user (see appendix B). This profile is composed using data mined
from various social networks and can potentially be extended to support
other social media as well (e.g. blogging/community sites).

For a better understanding of the contributions of the implemented system,
it is perhaps useful to compare the system presented in this study with context-
aware systems that were developed in the past. We define a number of different
areas upon which this comparison is based on. Service discovery concerns
the capability of a context-aware framework to discover new services, context
support concerns the different kinds of context-aware services a system can
retrieve, while service support outlines the scope of the functionality of the
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context-aware services a context-aware system supports. Context modelling
and processing investigates the capabilities of a system to store and further
process context, and finally the deployment studies metric investigates whether
the system was actually implemented and deployed for real use1.

Table 5.1 illustrates how various approaches compare to the system
presented in this dissertation. An advantage of the implemented system over
previous ones is that it can demonstratively support applications using both
virtual and physical context (whereas older systems only focused on physical
sources of context).

5.3 Future directions

Although the implemented system has been deployed twice in different settings
[3], [4], there are still areas that can be improved, but were overlooked in the
original design, in the interest of time. These areas are security and a need
to minimize manual configuration effort by dynamic adaptation. These are
described in further detail below.

• Security: In the present state of the system, authorization works in
such a way that only subscribed devices are forwarded SIP URIs of
a requested service (see Section 2.3). However, there is currently no
provision for blocking malicious devices which already have a URI of
a Service Agent from accessing this Service Agent. A protocol that
would periodically transfer information about the subscribers from the
Subscribed User Base storage of the context broker to the Service Agent
would solve this issue. As long as the Service Agent knows which mobile
devices are currently subscribed to the system, it can block requests
from other devices 3.

• Dynamic adaptation: The reliance of the decision algorithm on compar-
ing computed alignment values to predetermined sets of values known as
matching rules requires some manual work before system bootstrapping
(see Section 2.3). Also, these values are fixed throughout the period
of system operation, unless changed by the system administrator. An
improvement in these area could be to allow these values to vary in time,
depending on the way the service is used. For example, looking back

1Note that some context-aware system studies suggest principles on building context-
aware system architecture but delegate the task of implementing such architectures to others:
these studies introduce context toolkits, i.e. tools that help designers build context-aware
systems. Our solution however not only includes a theoretical overview of architectural
decisions made to build a system (see Chapter 2), but also presents an implementation of
such a system (see Chapters 3 and 4).

3Note that this solution does not take into account "malicious" devices with fake
identities, trying to identify themselves as one of the subscribed devices. To avoid this,
additional security measures need to be implemented.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the implemented context-aware system with
previous approaches.

System
Name

Service
Discov-
ery

Context
Support

Service
Support

Context Mod-
eling

Deployment
Studies

CASS [53] No pro-
vision
for dis-
covery
of new
services

Physical Con-
text (tempera-
ture, light, lo-
cation)

Building
maintenance
tasks
application,
presentation
application

Knowledge
base of context
rules together
with an
inference
engine

Proof-of-
concept imple-
mentation

CoBra
[127]

Directory-
based
service
discov-
ery

Physical and
Virtual context
- but use of
virtual context
does not exist
in implemented
applications

Meeting
application
plus a few
simple demo
apps

Web Ontology
Language
(OWL)

Proof-of-
concept
deployment
at University
of Maryland

CORTEX
[128]

SLP,
UPnP

Physical Con-
text from sen-
sors

No deployed
services
documented

Relational data
model

No deployment
of a complete
solution,
although
OpenCOM-
based
components
were
implemented

Gaia [129] No
provi-
sion for
service
discov-
ery

Physical Con-
text

Smart room-
type services

4-ary
predicates
(DAML +
OIL)

16 applications
deployed
within a
research
environment
for a system
prototype2

Hyrdrogen
[130]

No
provi-
sion for
service
discov-
ery

Physcial and
virtual (logical
as the authors
call it) context

Context-aware
postbox

A basic set of
classes

Proof-of-
concept system
deployed
within a
university

SOCAM
[131]

No new
service
dis-
covery
sup-
ported

Physical (vehi-
cle sensors)

Vehicle-related
context-aware
applications

OWL
predicates

Proof of con-
cept implemen-
tation

System im-
plemented
in this dis-
sertation

SLP Virtual (social)
and physical
(location-
based) context

Personalized
web feeds and
context-aware
printing apps

RDF-based on-
tologies

Public deploy-
ment
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at the scenario illustrated in table 2.2, where the system matches the
distance of mobile devices from a given service to a predetermined set
of <distance range, alignment value> rows to calculate the alignment
value. If the distance range is predetermined, it is probable that a lot
of devices that fall into the same distance range are assigned the same
alignment value - which would subsequently require the system to rely
on other criteria in order to decide on which device should it first allow
to access the service (for example the timing of the requests). On the
other hand, when there are no predetermined values, the system can
make its own assumptions on if and what boundaries to use in order to
assign alignment values to mobile devices.

• Revisiting the data collected from the 6-month usage of the social
context system discussed in Chapter 4: Although we have performed
a basic set of measurements on service delay/result precision, as well
as subjective perception of the system performance as reported from
users, there are still parts of the gathered data that could be further
analysed. One category of such measurements concerns demographic
studies on the user population. Such demographic studies can help
establishing whether there is any bias in the responses of users, as well
as measuring how close is the user population to being a representative
sample of the "general public". Demographic classification systems such
as ACORN[132] and Social Grade[133] rely on classifying users based
on their social status using metrics such as line of contact network,
employment, age, hobbies, neighbourhood of residence, and length and
type of education. This information can also be extracted from users’s
online profiles on social networks. Comparing the allocation of users
of the system in each social status category with the allocation of
the general population in these categories (this information is provided
from demographic classification systems), can help determine to what
degree the users of the system are representative of the general public.
Another category of measurements relates to traffic characterization.
Relevant work has been done before, for example on wireless traffic
within university campuses [134] [135]. This kind of measurements
could help in identifying usage patterns such as peak times of system
utilization, which content is more interesting to users, what percentage
and which users are more active than others, etc. All of this information
can be successively used for system optimization, e.g. by prioritizing
service on users who are known to be more active than others.
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Appendix A

An overview of SIP/SIMPLE

The original framework extensions for event notification for SIP [136],
introduces two new methods, namely SUBSCRIBE and NOTIFY, as well as
an Event header. SUBSCRIBE messages request current state information
(as well as registering the subscriber for future state updates), from the
remote entity (notifier). They can also specify subscription timeouts, using
the Expires header 1 A new header, Event, includes information about the
event (or event classes) an entity (subscriber) wishes to subscribe to.

NOTIFY messages are sent from the notifier after every authorized
subscription 2, or when a change in the subscribed state(s) occurs. NOTIFY
requests also carry an additional Subscription-State header indicating the
status of the subscription. An example of a subscription and notification
session is illustrated in figure A.1.

The body of a NOTIFY request is used to report state information
about the resource that is being monitored. The nature and format of this
information, along with other parameters of the subscription service (i.e.
default expiration time for subscriptions), are described in event packages. To
preserve generality, RFC 3265 [136] does not describe any of these packages,
since they are heavily based on the desired functionality. Instead it delegates
such specifications to future standards. Subscriptions can be set up during
a session (in this case SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY requests are correlated to the
correct session using the Call-ID header 3), or setup their own dialog (create a

1In case there is a subscription timeout, the client has to send subsequent subscription
refresh messages, if it is desirable to maintain the subscription.

2 Authorization of a subscription depends on factors such as an acceptable timeout value
in the Expires header of the subscription, the validity of the Events header, and the current
authentication policy, if any.

3Call-ID is a unique identifier generated during a SIP call session often composed of
the combination of a random string by the hostname and IP address of the caller. It is
subsequently integrated to the first INVITE message from the caller to the callee and used
as an identifier throughout the session. All of the subsequent messages have the same Call-ID
header, to indicate that they are part of the same dialog [37].
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new Call-ID) when there is no session present. In the first case, subscriptions
are call-related, whereas in the latter resource-related.

Subscriptions can be set up during a session (in this case SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY
requests are correlated to the correct session using the Call-ID header), or
setup their own dialog (create a new Call-ID) when there is no session present.
In the first case, subscriptions are call-related, whereas in the latter resource-
related.

A presence protocol specifies a method for users to subscribe to events
concerning changes in state of other users, and to be notified of these changes.
SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE),
is an open presence protocol providing a subscription based framework for
Instant Messaging and Presence (IMP) applications. The RFC draft for
presence events over SIP[60], builds upon the original framework of notification
of state through subscription [136]. In particular, it defines an event package
which enables users to communicate across a set of devices. Although the
principle of subscribers acquiring state information from notifiers remains,
there is a difference in terminology and the logical entities involved in this
process. A subscriber is now known as a watcher and a notifier as a presentity.
The state information the watchers subscribe to is known as presence state
[137].

The abstract definition of a notifier is put into more realistic context as a
presentity. Presence User Agents (PUAs) manipulate presence information for
a presentity, then publish this information, allowing Presence Agents (PAs)
to access it. Each presentity has one PA receiving SUBSCRIBE requests
and generating NOTIFY responses, either for incoming subscriptions, or for
changes in the presence state of a presentity.

The PA is a logical entity, which is incorporated in Presence Servers, or
Edge Presence Servers. A Presence Server can either act as a PA, or as
a proxy. In the latter case, the SUBSCRIBE requests are proxied to other
entities acting as PAs. Such entities can be other Presence Servers or Edge
Presence Servers the latter co-locate the PA with a PUA. This means that this
server is responsible for manipulating, publishing, and transmitting presence
state information.The functioning of the logical and physical entities described
above are illustrated in figure A.2.

The presence document is structured according to the Presence Informa-
tion Data Format (PIDF) specification [92]. In essence presence documents
are well formed XML documents. Therefore they all must have an XML
declaration (and optionally a character encoding declaration to specify the
character set in use). There are a number of fundamental elements used in
presence documents, all associated with the presence information namespace
defined in the Instant Messaging and Presence Protocol (IMPP) model
document [137].

• <presence>: The <presence> element contains all the other elements
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(root). It has an entity attribute which contains the URI of the
presentity that issued the presence document4. In addition, it contains
a namespace declaration (xmlns:), to show on which presence document
it is based on. This element is an integral part of the specification and
should be included in every presence document.

• <tuple>: These elements describe presence status information. A
presence document can have zero or more tuples. For example, a
NOTIFY after an initial SUBSCRIBE may not have any changes in the
presence status to report, therefore the presentity does not add <tuple>
elements to the request. Tuples consist of a mandatory <status>
element, followed by a number of other elements which are de?ned in
other namespaces. Tuples can optionally a <contact>,a <timestamp>
and a number of <note> elements. Furthermore, they provide a way
to differentiates presence information, if necessary by describing groups
of presence information in different tuples. Each <tuple> element has
a mandatory id value (an arbitrary string), which differentiates it from
the other <tuple> elements.

• <status>: These elements contain value elements that describe the
presence information. A <basic> value element is defined in [92],
which is targeted towards Instant Messaging applications (it indicates
the availability of the remote entity to receive instant messages). It is
mandatory for every status element to have at least one value element,
but it is not mandatory that to include the <basic> element. It is
possible to have other value elements defined in other namespaces. This
is particularly useful if the scope of the system exceeds the Instant
Messaging application requirements, which also is the case of this
project. Presence information extensibility will be discussed in the next
Section.

• <contact>: A <contact> element contains the URL of the contact
address of the subscribed resource. For example, it can be a SIP URI or
a telephone number, as long as a third-party XML namespace defines it.

• <note>: These element contain string values and are primarily intended
as a transport for human-readable presence state information. This
element can appear as a child to either the <tuple> or the <presence>
element.

• <timestamp> The <timestamp> element is contained in <tuple>
elements and in turn contains a string indicating the time and date
of the status change of the specific tuple. It is compliant with the IMPP
datetime format [139].

4The presentity uses a presence URI scheme defined in [138]. This URI retains a similar
format to a SIP URI, but is preceded by pres: instead of sip:.
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The XML code below shows an example of a basic presence document,
which does not contain any presence state information updates (apart from
the compulsory element in <status>).
<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<impp : p re sence xmlns : impp="urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : p i d f "

e n t i t y =" pres : someone@example . com">
<impp : tup le id ="ab23wq">

<impp : status >
<impp : bas ic >open</impp : bas ic >

</impp : status >
</impp : tup le>

</impp : presence>

Listing A.1: Example of a basic presence document.

Note the association of each element and attribute with the IMPP model
(it’s namespace prefix is impp). The XML code of this simple namespace is
shown below.
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SUBSCRIBER
Context-Aware application

NOTIFIER
(Context Broker)

SUBSCRIBE
(Event "Temperature change", 
Expires "10")

200 - OK

NOTIFY
(Event "Temperature change", 
Subscription-State: Active,
Expires "10")

200 - OK

NOTIFY
(Event "Temperature change", 
Subscription-State: Active,
Expires "10",
Presence Document: change in
current temperature)

200 - OK

Figure A.1: This example illustrates a typical subscription scenario as
described in [136]. The subscriber and the notifier are logical entities: the
subscriber refers to a user with a PDA with wireless access and the notifier
is a system able to retrieve, store, and publish state information (in this
case temperature readings from sensors). In the case of our system, the
subscriber is a context-aware application and the notifier is the Context
Broker (see Chapter 2). Initially, a NOTIFY request is triggered by a
SUBSCRIBE message. The initial SUBSCRIBE, also sets the expiration time
of the subscription, or else it defaults to a predetermined value. When the
subscribed state changes, the notifier constructs a new NOTIFY request with
a description of the change in the message body (red font on the illustration).
NOTIFY messages are also used to provide feedback on the state of the
subscription.
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SUBSCRIBE

200-OK

NOTIFY

Update presence

NOTIFY
(presence document)

200-OK

Presence Server
(Presence Agent)

Presence User
AgentWatcher

Figure A.2: In this example, the PUA sends to the PA an update of the
presence information of the presentity (exactly how this is achieved is out of
the scope of this dissertation). Then the PA synthesizes presence documents
out of this information, and sends them to the watchers subscribed to the
specific presence state. If we apply the terminology of the standards to the
terms we defined for the system developed for this dissertation (see Chapter 2),
watchers can be likened to mobile applications, PUAs to the Context Logistics
Module of the Context Broker, and the Presence Module of the Context Broker
can be likened to a PA.
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<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : p i d f "

e n t i t y =" pres : someone@example . com">
<tup le id ="ab23wq">

<status >
<basic >open</bas ic >

</status >
</tuple>

</presence>

Listing A.2: Namespace for a basic presence document.

In order to be able to support a broad range of context information, the
original XML PIDF schema has to be extended [92]. The XML schema for the
PIDF specification defines an umbrella namespace for the <status> element.
This means that other namespaces with custom elements can be defined under
it. Let’s consider the example of change in temperature notification mentioned
previously. The example below uses a hypothetical pidf:temp namespace,
where a <temperature> element is defined, with an attribute shift (in order
to indicate an upwards or downwards temperature change). The element also
contains a numeric value corresponding to the degrees of the temperature
change.

<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : p i d f "

xmlns : temp="urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : p i d f : temp "
e n t i t y =" pres : someone@example . com">
<tup le id ="aw31qw">

<status >
<temperature s h i f t ="up">0.25</ temperature >

</status >
<timestamp >2007−05−05T17 : 4 3 : 1 2 Z</timestamp>

</tuple>
</presence>

Listing A.3: Namespace for extended presence document pidf:temp.
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A simpler way to achieve the same result is to use the note tag to transmit
the context information as a string. However, this would mean that the
application has to semantically interpret the result. That said, in some cases,
attaching simple strings to presence documents may be the optimal solution,
for example:

<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<presence xmlns="urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : p i d f "
e n t i t y =" pres : someone@example . com">

<tup le id ="aw31qw">
<status >

<basic >open</bas ic >
</status >
<note>Temperature i s up by 0 .25 degrees </note>
<timestamp >2007−05−05T17 : 4 3 : 1 2 Z</timestamp>

</tuple>
</presence>

Listing A.4: Transmitting information under the <note> tag without
extending the default namespace.

While arbitrary elements under <status> are allowed, a more serious
approach may want to define these extensions in an XML schema (using
the URI urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:pidf:status, that points to the namespace
of the status element), as well as specify the domain of applicability
of the extension(s), and the semantics for the presence states. If the
above requirements are met, then the extension(s) can be submitted for
standardization to the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) [140].
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<?xml v e r s i o n = ’1.0 ’ encoding =’UTF−8’?>
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [

<!ENTITY r d f ’ http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns
#’>

<!ENTITY kb ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/kb#’>
<!ENTITY r d f s ’ http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#’>

]>
<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f="&r d f ; "

xmlns : kb="&kb ; "
xmlns : r d f s="&r d f s ;" >

<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; KB_215293_Class9 "
r d f s : l a b e l ="KB_215293_Class9">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; a u d i o F i l e s "

r d f s : l a b e l =" a u d i o F i l e s ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; audioTrack "

r d f s : l a b e l ="audioTrack ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; audioTrack_entry "

r d f s : l a b e l ="audioTrack_entry">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; a u d i o F i l e s "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; audioTrack "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; genre "

r d f s : l a b e l ="genre ">
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; media "

101
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r d f s : l a b e l ="media">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFi les "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFi les "

r d f s : l a b e l ="mediaFi les ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; s i n g e r "

r d f s : l a b e l =" s i n g e r ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; audioTrack "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; s o n g t i t l e "

r d f s : l a b e l =" s o n g t i t l e ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; audioTrack "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; videoComposer "

r d f s : l a b e l ="videoComposer ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; videoTrack"/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; v i d e o F i l e s "

r d f s : l a b e l =" v i d e o F i l e s ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; videoKind "

r d f s : l a b e l ="videoKind">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; videoTrack"/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; v i d e o T i t l e "

r d f s : l a b e l =" v i d e o T i t l e ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; videoTrack"/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; videoTrack "

r d f s : l a b e l ="videoTrack">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Resource"/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; videoTrack_entry "

r d f s : l a b e l ="videoTrack_entry ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; v i d e o F i l e s "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; videoTrack"/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; year "

r d f s : l a b e l ="year ">
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; audioTrack "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
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</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.1: This vocabulary describes the audio/video files the user has
uploaded on his/her profile

<?xml v e r s i o n = ’1.0 ’ encoding =’UTF−8’?>
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [

<!ENTITY r d f ’ http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns
#’>

<!ENTITY a ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/ system#’>
<!ENTITY kb ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/kb#’>
<!ENTITY r d f s ’ http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#’>

]>
<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f="&r d f ; "

xmlns : a="&a ; "
xmlns : kb="&kb ; "
xmlns : r d f s="&r d f s ;" >

<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class2 "
a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class2">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class3 "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class3">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class32 "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class32">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class35 "

a : range=" c l s "
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class35">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Class "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class38 "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class38">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e "

r d f s : l a b e l =" b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&a ; _system_class "/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; company_name "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="company_name">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; date "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
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a : range=" i n t e g e r "
r d f s : l a b e l ="date">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; degree_obtained "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="degree_obtained ">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; d e s c r i p t i o n "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l =" d e s c r i p t i o n">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; duration_from "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" i n t e g e r "
r d f s : l a b e l ="duration_from">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; duration_to "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" i n t e g e r "
r d f s : l a b e l ="duration_to">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; educat ion "

r d f s : l a b e l ="educat ion ">
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationRecord "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; educationBackground "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="educationBackground ">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationRecord "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; educationEntry "

r d f s : l a b e l ="educationEntry ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&a ; _system_class "/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; educationRecord "

r d f s : l a b e l ="educationRecord ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&a ; _system_class "/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; employerBackground "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="employerBackground ">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; workBackground "/>
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</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; employment "

r d f s : l a b e l ="employment ">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&a ; _system_class "/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; employment_Record "

r d f s : l a b e l ="employment_Record ">
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; from "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="from">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; j o b I n f o "

r d f s : l a b e l =" j o b I n f o ">
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>
<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; workBackground "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; managementPosition "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range="boolean "
r d f s : l a b e l ="managementPosition">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; message "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="message">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; p o s i t i o n "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l =" p o s i t i o n">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; recommendatio "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="recommendatio ">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; recommendation "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" c l s "
r d f s : l a b e l ="recommendation">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Class "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; recommendations "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" c l s "
r d f s : l a b e l ="recommendations">

<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; Class "/>
</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; school_name "
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a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
r d f s : l a b e l ="school_name ">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; educationEntry "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; work "

r d f s : l a b e l ="work">
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f s : Class r d f : about="&kb ; workBackground "

r d f s : l a b e l ="workBackground">
<r d f s : subClassOf r d f : r e s o u r c e="&a ; _system_class "/>

</r d f s : Class>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; workDuration_from "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" i n t e g e r "
r d f s : l a b e l ="workDuration_from">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
<r d f : Property r d f : about="&kb ; workDuration_to "

a : maxCardinal ity ="1"
a : range=" i n t e g e r "
r d f s : l a b e l ="workDuration_to">

<r d f s : domain r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; employment "/>
<r d f s : range r d f : r e s o u r c e="&r d f s ; L i t e r a l "/>

</r d f : Property>
</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.2: This vocabulary describes the educational and business profile of
a user.

B.2 An example of vocabulary usage

<?xml v e r s i o n = ’1.0 ’ encoding =’UTF−8’?>
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [

<!ENTITY r d f ’ http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns
#’>

<!ENTITY a ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/ system#’>
<!ENTITY kb ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/kb#’>
<!ENTITY r d f s ’ http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#’>

]>
<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f="&r d f ; "

xmlns : a="&a ; "
xmlns : kb="&kb ; "
xmlns : r d f s="&r d f s ;" >

<kb : educationEntry r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class27 "
kb : degree_obtained ="MSc"
kb : d e s c r i p t i o n="Computer Sc i ence "
kb : duration_from ="2005"
kb : duration_to ="2007"
kb : school_name ="Royal I n s t i t u t e o f Technology "
r d f s : l a b e l ="MSc , Royal I n s t i t u t e o f Technology"/>
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<kb : educationEntry r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class28 "
kb : degree_obtained ="BSc"
kb : d e s c r i p t i o n="Computer Sc i ence "
kb : duration_from ="2000"
kb : duration_to ="2005"
kb : school_name =" Un iver s i ty o f Crete "
r d f s : l a b e l ="BSc , Un ive r s i ty o f Crete "/>

<a : _instance_annotat ion r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class51 "
a : _creation_timestamp ="2009.11.19 0 2 : 3 9 : 5 0 . 3 9 1 CET"
a : _creator =" t h a n a s i s "
r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class51">

<a : _annotated_instance r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ;
businessBackground_Class27"/>

</a : _instance_annotat ion>
<kb : educationRecord r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class54 "

r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class54">
<kb : educat ion r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; businessBackground_Class27

"/>
<kb : educat ion r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; businessBackground_Class28

"/>
</kb : educationRecord>
<kb : b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class55 "

r d f s : l a b e l ="businessBackground_Class54">
<kb : educationBackground r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ;

businessBackground_Class54"/>
<kb : employerBackground r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ;

businessBackground_Class56"/>
</kb : b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e >
<kb : workBackground r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class56">

<r d f s : l abe l >{Conformiq AB, S o l u t i o n s Arch itect , Er i c s son
AB, S o l u t i o n s Engineer}</ r d f s : l abe l >

<kb : j o b I n f o r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; businessBackground_Class57
"/>

<kb : j o b I n f o r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; businessBackground_Class58
"/>

</kb : workBackground>
<kb : employment r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class57 "

kb : company_name=" Er i c s son AB"
kb : p o s i t i o n=" S o l u t i o n s Engineer "
kb : workDuration_from="112007"
kb : workDuration_to ="122008"
r d f s : l a b e l =" Er i c s son AB, S o l u t i o n s Engineer "/>

<kb : employment r d f : about="&kb ; businessBackground_Class58 "
kb : company_name="Conformiq AB"
kb : p o s i t i o n=" S o l u t i o n s Arch i t ec t "
kb : workDuration_from="42009"
kb : workDuration_to ="0"
r d f s : l a b e l ="Conformiq AB, S o l u t i o n s Arch i t ec t "/>

</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.3: Business profile of the user Athanasios Karapantelakis.

<?xml v e r s i o n = ’1.0 ’ encoding =’UTF−8’?>
<!DOCTYPE r d f :RDF [
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<!ENTITY r d f ’ http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns
#’>

<!ENTITY kb ’ http :// protege . s tan ford . edu/kb#’>
<!ENTITY r d f s ’ http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#’>

]>
<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f="&r d f ; "

xmlns : kb="&kb ; "
xmlns : r d f s="&r d f s ;" >

<kb : audioTrack r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class19 "
kb : s i n ge r ="Frank S inat ra "
kb : s o n g t i t l e ="New York New York "
kb : year ="1977"
r d f s : l a b e l ="New York New York , Frank S inat ra "/>

<kb : audioTrack r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class20 "
kb : s i n g e r =" El la F i t z g e r a l d "
kb : s o n g t i t l e ="Nice Work I f You Can Get I t "
kb : year ="1983"
r d f s : l a b e l ="Nice Work I f You Can Get It , E l l a F i t z g e r a l d

"/>
<kb : videoTrack r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class23 "

kb : videoComposer ="GreenDay "
kb : v i d e o T i t l e ="21 Guns"
r d f s : l a b e l ="21 Guns , GreenDay">

<kb : videoKind>music</kb : videoKind>
<kb : videoKind>other </kb : videoKind>

</kb : videoTrack>
<kb : v i d e o F i l e s r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class24 "

r d f s : l a b e l ="21 Guns , GreenDay">
<kb : videoTrack_entry r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class23

"/>
</kb : v i d e o F i l e s >
<kb : a u d i o F i l e s r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class25 ">

<r d f s : l abe l >{New York New York , Frank Sinatra , Nice Work
I f You Can Get It , E l l a F i t z g e r a l d }</ r d f s : l abe l >

<kb : audioTrack_entry r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class19
"/>

<kb : audioTrack_entry r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class20
"/>

</kb : aud ioF i l e s >
<kb : mediaFi les r d f : about="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class26 ">

<r d f s : l abe l >{{New York New York , Frank Sinatra , Nice Work
I f You Can Get It , E l l a F i t z g e r a l d } , 21 Guns , GreenDay
}</ r d f s : l abe l >

<kb : media r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class24 "/>
<kb : media r d f : r e s o u r c e="&kb ; mediaFiles_Class25 "/>

</kb : mediaFi les>
</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.4: Media files profile of the user Athanasios Karapantelakis.

<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f ="http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#"
xmlns : r d f s ="http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#" xmlns : f o a f
="http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/" xmlns : admin="http :// webns . net /
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mvcb/" xmlns : xfn="http :// gmpg . org / xfn /11#" xmlns : owl="http ://
www. w3 . org /2002/07/ owl#" xmlns : bp="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~
athkar / b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e " xmlns :md="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~ athkar
/ mediaFi les ">
<f o a f : PersonalProf i l eDocument r d f : about="http ://www. i t . kth . se

/~ athkar /">
<f o a f : maker r d f : r e s o u r c e="#me" />

</f o a f : PersonalProfi l eDocument >
<f o a f : Person r d f : ID="#me">

<f o a f : name>"Athanasios Karapante lak is "</ f o a f : name>
<f o a f : gender >"male"></ f o a f : gender>
<f o a f : homepage r d f : r e s o u r c e="http :// http ://www. i t . kth . se /~

athkar / "/>
<f o a f : mbox>"karapant@gmail . com"</ f o a f : mbox>
<f o a f : birthday >6−15</ f o a f : birthday>

<f o a f : holdsAccount>
<f o a f : OnlineAccount>

<f o a f : accountServiceHomepage r d f : r e s o u r c e
="http ://www. facebook . com/" />

<f o a f : accountName>" athanas io s .
k a r a p a n t e l a k i s"</ f o a f : accountName>

</f o a f : OnlineAccount>
</f o a f : holdsAccount>
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >" a c t i v i t i e s . red c r o s s vo luntee r "</

f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"tv . bbc news"</ f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"movies . comedy"</ f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"books . the long t a i l "</ f o a f :

i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"books . the s e l f i s h gene"</ f o a f :

i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : knows>

<f o a f : Person>
<f o a f : name>"Richard White

"</ f o a f : name>
<f o a f : givenname >"Richard

"</ f o a f : givenname>
<f o a f : family_name>"White

"</ f o a f : family_name>
<f o a f : gender >"male"</ f o a f :

gender>
<f o a f : holdsAccount>

<f o a f :
OnlineAccount>

<f o a f :
accountServiceHomepage

r d f :
r e s o u r c e
="http
://www
.
facebook
. com/"
/>
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<f o a f :
accountName
>"47328472"</
f o a f :
accountName
>

</f o a f :
OnlineAccount>

</ f o a f : holdsAccount>
</f o a f : Person>

</ f o a f : knows>
</f o a f : Person>

</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.5: FOAF document for the user Athanasios Karapantelakis.

<r d f :RDF xmlns : r d f ="http ://www. w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#"
xmlns : r d f s ="http ://www. w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf−schema#" xmlns : f o a f
="http :// xmlns . com/ f o a f /0 .1/" xmlns : admin="http :// webns . net /
mvcb/" xmlns : xfn="http :// gmpg . org / xfn /11#" xmlns : owl="http ://
www. w3 . org /2002/07/ owl#" xmlns : bp="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~
athkar / b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e " xmlns :md="http ://www. i t . kth . se /~ athkar
/ mediaFi les ">
<f o a f : PersonalProf i l eDocument r d f : about="http ://www. i t . kth . se

/~ athkar /">
<f o a f : maker r d f : r e s o u r c e="#me" />

</f o a f : PersonalProfi l eDocument >
<f o a f : Person r d f : ID="#me">

<f o a f : name>"Athanasios Karapante lak is "</ f o a f : name>
<f o a f : gender >"male"></ f o a f : gender>
<f o a f : homepage r d f : r e s o u r c e="http :// http ://www. i t . kth . se /~

athkar / "/>
<f o a f : mbox>"karapant@gmail . com"</ f o a f : mbox>
<f o a f : birthday >6−15</ f o a f : birthday>

<f o a f : holdsAccount>
<f o a f : OnlineAccount>

<f o a f : accountServiceHomepage r d f : r e s o u r c e
="http ://www. facebook . com/" />

<f o a f : accountName>" athanas io s .
k a r a p a n t e l a k i s"</ f o a f : accountName>

</f o a f : OnlineAccount>
</f o a f : holdsAccount>
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >" a c t i v i t i e s . red c r o s s vo luntee r "</

f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"tv . bbc news"</ f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"movies . comedy"</ f o a f : i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"books . the long t a i l "</ f o a f :

i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : i n t e r e s t >"books . the s e l f i s h gene"</ f o a f :

i n t e r e s t >
<f o a f : knows>

<f o a f : Person>
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<f o a f : name>"Richard White
"</ f o a f : name>

<f o a f : givenname >"Richard
"</ f o a f : givenname>

<f o a f : family_name>"White
"</ f o a f : family_name>

<f o a f : gender >"male"</ f o a f :
gender>

<f o a f : holdsAccount>
<f o a f :

OnlineAccount>
<f o a f :

accountServiceHomepage
r d f :

r e s o u r c e
="http
://www
.
facebook
. com/"
/>

<f o a f :
accountName
>"47328472"</
f o a f :
accountName
>

</f o a f :
OnlineAccount>

</ f o a f : holdsAccount>
</f o a f : Person>

</ f o a f : knows>
</f o a f : Person>

<bp : b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e >
<bp : educationBackground>

<bp : educationEntry>
<bp : degreeObtained>"BSc"</bp :

degreeObtained>
<bp : schoolName >" Un iver s i ty o f

Crete "</bp : schoolName>
<bp : Descr ipt ion >"Computer Sc ience

</bp : Descr ipt ion >
<bp : Duration >"2000−2005"</bp :

Duration>
</bp : educationEntry>
<bp : educationEntry>

<bp : degreeObtained>"MSc"</bp :
degreeObtained>

<bp : schoolName >"Royal I n s t i t u t e o f
Technology (KTH)"</bp :

schoolName>
<bp : Descr ipt ion >" Informat ion

Technology </bp : Descr ipt ion >
<bp : Duration >"2005−2007"</bp :
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Duration>
</bp : educationEntry>

</bp : educationBackground>
<bp : workBackground>

<bp : employment>
<bp : companyName>"Conformiq AB"</bp

: companyName>
<bp : pos i t i on >" S o lu t i on s Arch i t ec t

"</bp : pos i t i on >
<bp : industry >"Computer Software "</

bp : industry>
<bp : Duration >" Apr i l 2009 − cur r ent

"</bp : Duration>
<bp : locat ion >"Saratoga , CA"</bp :

locat ion >
</bp : employment>
<bp : employment>

<bp : companyName>" Er i c s son AB"</bp :
companyName>

<bp : pos i t i on >" S o lu t i on s Arch i t ec t
"</bp : pos i t i on >

<bp : industry >"Telecommunications
"</bp : industry>

<bp : Duration >"October 2007 −

November 2008"</bp : Duration>
<bp : locat ion >"Stockholm , Sweden"</

bp : locat ion >
</bp : employment>

</bp : workBackground>
</bp : b u s i n e s s P r o f i l e >
<md: mediaFi les>

<md: aud ioF i l e s >
<md: audioTrack>

<md: s inge r >"Frank S inat ra "</md:
s inger >

<md: s o n g t i t l e >"New York New York
"</md: s o n g t i t l e >

<md: re l easeYear >1977</md:
re l ea seYear>

</md: audioTrack>
<md: audioTrack>

<md: s inge r >" El la F r i t z g e r a l d "</md:
s inger >

<md: s o n g t i t l e >"Nice Work I f You
Can Get I t "</md: s o n g t i t l e >

<md: re l easeYear >1983</md:
re l ea seYear>

</md: audioTrack>
</md: aud ioF i l e s >

</md: mediaFi les>
</r d f :RDF>

Listing B.6: Aggregated profile information (user profile) for user Athanasios
Karapantelakis.
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